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Letter From 
The Editor 

E NVIRONMENTAL ISSUES ARE 
at the top of Europe's political agenda today. European political leaders and 
the average citizen are aggressively tackling the vast number of pollution 
problems facing the world, and Europe is taking the lead in promoting new 
ways to clean up the planet. 

In our cover stories, Carlo Ripa di Meana, E.C. Commissioner for the 
,...,.....,....,.,.=..,...,.-~----.... Environment, explains the E.C.'s efforts to promote environmental 

COVER: Environmentally 

aware Europeans combat 

pollution. ® Sam ward 

2 EUROPE 

awareness and to wipe out pollution. He discusses the new Euro
pean Environmental Agency, the new joint U.S.-E.C. environmental 
agency recently established in Budapest, and the E.C.'s commit
ment to tackling global warming. Ruth Hawk shows how the 
individual E. C. countries are tackling environmental problems. The 
Netherlands, for example, has enforced a National Environment 
Plan, and France is the first European country to put in place taxes 
to control pollution. 

We also compare U.S. and E.C. environmental policies. Edward 
Flattau shows how Europe is now more aggressively speaking out 
on international environmental issues, but writes that the United 
States still leads in environmental legislation. 

Ronald Taylor gives you a first-hand look at "the industrial world's worst 
nightmare," namely the massive pollution problems in Eastern Europe, and 
how European and American firms will attempt to help solve these environ
mental ills. 

And if you think American gasoline prices are high as a result of the Middle 
East crisis, take a look at those now prevailing at European pumps. Peter 
Rashish also compares European nations' conservation policies and oil re
serves, and their aims to reduce their dependency on oil by seeking alterna
tive energy sources. 

The current President of the E.C. Council of Ministers, Italian Foreign 
Minister Gianni De Michelis, in an exclusive Europe interview, talks about the 
new political, economic, and military alignments in Europe in the 1990s, the 
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, and his plans for a "pentagonal" approach to Central 
Europe. 

Portugal, with one of the fastest-growing European economies, is featured 
in our Member State Report. Investors are finding an attractive climate in 
Portugal, and Ken Pottinger, writing from Lisbon, points out how Portugal is 
prospering. 

Europe is also very pleased to introduce its new publisher, Peter Doyle (see 
also p.43). Before coming to Washington,' Doyle was Director of Press and 
Public Affairs at the E.C.'s New York Delegation. He has an extensive 
background in magazine publishing, and we welcome him aboard. 
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Old World, New Rules. 

KPMG: We help you move ideas off the drawing board and into the 
New European marketplace. 

v'herever you're planning to launch or expand business ventures, in 
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Environmentally 
Friendly Flowers 

Most people consider flowers to 
be friendly. But Dutch horticul
turalists are going one step fur
ther by selling environmentally 
friendly flowers, which will be . 
grown without pesticides. 
Chemical-free chrysanthemums 
are already being sold in the 
Netherlands, the leading seller 
of cut flowers in the world. In
deed, the Dutch Agriculture 
Ministry plans to cut total pesti
cide use by 50 percent by the 
end of this century.-Reuters 

NO PUSSYFOOTING AROUND-A 
Berlin newspaper printed a love 
song entitled "The Man Who 
Made Those Pussyfooters and 
Weaklings Feel Ashamed," in 
honor of ex-President Ronald 
Reagan's most recent 10-day, 
four-country EunJpean tour. His 
trip kicked off at the Berlin Wall, 
where, in 1987, he sternly insisted 
that Gorbachev "open this gate 
... [and] tear down this wall!" 
Hammer and chisel in hand, Rea
gan took a few more well-in
tended swings at·the remnants. of 
the Wall for old time's sake. Al
though by no means a weakling, 
Reagan found the divider hard to 
break up, as some dust and· ran
dom cement chips flew from the 
force of his blows. Reagan, how
ever, is not at a loss for a souve
nir. A 6,000-pound chunk of the· 
Wall will be featured in the Rea
gan Museum, perhaps to remind 
us of his contribution to the 
meltdown of the cold war. 
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EAT YOUR PLATE!-Children rid
ing on German trains during 
mealtimes may discover that 
Mom and Dad's command to 
"clean your plate" may soon be 
replaced by "eat your plate." If all 
goes according to plans made by 
the Federal Railroad in Frankfurt, 
future passengers will discover a 

STILL A DIVIDED GERMANY?
After unification on October 3, the 
new Germany will still be divided 
when it comes to drinking and 
driving. A two-year transition pe
riod will allow West Germans to 
drive legally even after a couple 

new experience in fine dining. No 
longer will train commuters have 
to gaze wistfully at an empty plate 
when done with a delicious meal 
... because these new plates will 
be edible! The creation of such 
dishes (offered in. sweet or spicy 
flavors) would be advantageous 
over environmentally less-

of beers (a blood alcohol level of 
up to 0.8 parts per thousand), 
while East Germans will still 
abide by a mandatory ban on al
cohol behind the wheel. "At the 
end of 1992," West German 
Transport Minister Friedrich Zim-

friendly plastic utensils, not to 
mention requiring less time and 
chemicals spent on washing 
dishes. Perhaps the Federal Rail
road's next project will be to fea., 
ture the daily "Flavored Soup 
Bowl Du Jour" .... 

merman stated, " ... the all-Ger
man Parliament should make uni
fied regulations for the whole of 
Germany." Until then, Germans 
are warned not to mix up East 
with West after they've had a beer 
or two. -Reuters 
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Our name speaks for itself 
Don't enter the 1990s without all the facts 

you need about Euro_pe and 

business and trade issues in 1992. 

EUROPE is the single publication you need 

to know everything about the 1992 single 

market. Receive this timely 
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AS ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES INCREASINGLY GAIN UNPRECEDENTED GLOBAL 
Environmental Issues 

ATTENTION, E.C. MEMBER STATES ARE WOKING TO HARMONIZE THEIR 
Top Political Agenda 

DIFFERING DIRECTIVES INTO A SYSTEM OF STRICTER POLLUTION CONTROL. 

'' 

'~~;;:;n::;;". zing a need for a partnership that pledges balanced and 

cofie'SlVe development of their different conditions, the E.C. 

Governments increasingly favor using "green taxes." For example, 

many member states have imposed levels on ozone depleting 

chemicals, scaled with the highest taxes on substances that cause 

the most harm. These and other economic instruments are 

incentives to encourage consumers and industry to behave in ways 

that do little harm to the environment. Moreover, this development 

•BY RUTH HAWK• 
6 EUROP E 
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coincides with the views of the E.C. 
Commission, which has long argued that 
economic and fiscal "tools" are necessary 
to supplement existing environmental 
policies. 

Underscoring the diverse areas of the 
environment, policy efforts to control 
global change are now also increasingly 
appearing in a host of other sectors, in
cluding agriculture, energy, foreign 
trade, international and economic assis
tance, and national security. 

nvironmental issues are high up on the 
Netherlands' political agenda. Says 
Dutch Member of Parliament A.]. 
Veldhuis: "In the Netherlands, environ
mental policy is a matter as serious as 
economic growth, employment policy, 
and government budgetary problems.'' 

Dutch Environment Minister Hans 
Alders is convinced that present scientific 
data on climate change call for immediate 
political action. "We cannot afford to de
lay action until there is complete cer
tainty on the relationship between global 
change and the deterioration of the envi
ronment," Alders said following the April 
White House Conference on Global 
Change held in Washington, D.C. 

The Dutch Government's National 
Environmental Policy Plan (NEPP) sets 
forth how and with what resources it 
intends to push toward sustainable devel
opment. The NEPP contains concrete envi
ronmental protection measures from 
1990-94, and sets out a longer course to 
be followed until2010. The plan includes 
an energy conservation program, slowing 
the use of private automobiles through 
gasoline tax increases, doubling invest
ment in public transportation systems, 
and vigorous waste prevention and recy
cling programs. 

he federal Republic of Germany is 
vi~wed as the leader in obtaining joint 
commitments to limit carbon dioxide 
emissions. West German Environment 
Minister Klaus Topfer has called for a 
world agreement on environmental is
sues, particularly carbon dioxide emission 
reductions. This agreement is to be pre
pared for the June 1992 Conference on 
Environment and Development to be held 
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Topfer firmly 
believes that research efforts document 
that climate change and the depletion of 
the ozone layer "cannot be taken seri
ously enough." He refers to these issues 
"as one of the greatest challenges facing 
our world today." 
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fie'JI~nited Kingdom is Western Eu
nf~'s largest producer of chlorofluoro
carbons (CFCS), chemicals that are consid
ered one of the major causes of the 
potential increased warming of the Earth, 
and that are used worldwide in aerosols, 
air conditioning units, and refrigerants. 
To limit global warming, the United King
dom is planning to stabilize carbon diox
ide emissions within 15 years. 

The United Kingdom plays a signifi
cant role in international environmental 
issues by chairing the science working 
group of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC). Established by the 
United Nations, this is the most impor
tant international forum for deliberations 
on how to respond to climate change. In 
its affiliation with the group, the United 
Kingdom is charged with identifying gaps 
and uncertainties in predictions of future 
climate change and preparing strategies 
to fill these gaps. 

On the national level, the British Envi
ronment Ministry is preparing a system 
for integrated pollution control under an 
Environmental Protection bill expected 
to become law this month. 

n May, France became the first nation to 
put in place taxes to control pollution 
under a decree signed by Prime Minister 
Michel Rocard. It allows substantially 
higher taxes to be placed on water and air 
pollution, as well as on household and 
industrial waste. The tax revenues will be 
used to develop new technologies for re
ducing and measuring pollution levels. 

A National Environment Plan for 
France is still under review. This would 
stringently regulate agriculture and 
treatment of waste, and provide tougher 
rules for noise and air pollution. Over the 
next decade, the French Environment 
Ministry will grow from 1,000 to 3,000 
employees, according to predictions by 
Brice Lalonde, the French Environment 
Minister. He also predicts that his Minis
try's budget will increase to about $30 
billion from its current $14.4 billion. 

n Sweden, scientists attending a four-day 
cohference in August in Sundsvall agreed 
that burning fossil fuels and releasing 
greenhouse gases, particularly carbon di
oxide, trap heat in the atmosphere. While 
the attending officials from 7 5 nations 
remained divided on many environmental 
issues, many did agree on certain specif
ics, such as the likely occurrence over the 

next century of an average rate of global 
sea rise of about 2.4 inches per decade. 
Air temperatures, they predicted, will 
rise by about 0.5 degrees Fahrenheit per 
decade, assuming there are continued 
emissions of greenhouse gases at the 
present rate. This would bring a likely 
increase of 1.8 degrees Fahrenheit by 
2025. 

ignificlmt increases in E. C. environmental 
proppSals signal a need to further exam
ine environmental priorities. At their Oc
tober meeting in Rome, the Environment 
Ministers sat down to discuss environ
mental tax issues and a framework for 
imposing pollution-related taxes on cars 
and factories. The size of the levies would 
be based on the potential for contributing 
to global warming. Italy, which holds the 
E. C. presidency until the end of the year, 
is said to be planning a "greening" of the 
E.C. taxation system during its tenure. 

Another item on the agenda of the E.C. 
Environment Ministers in October was 
progress on the status of the creation of a 
European Environment Agency. A deci
sion on its commencement has been 
stalled due to continued debate over its 
location. 

Responding to criticism from the Euro
pean Parliament, the Council of Ministers 
amended the Agency structure to allow 
for a 1992 review of its activities. Oppos
ing Parliament's request that the Agency 
be given expanded tasks, including 
"broad enforcement power," Environ
ment Commissioner Carlo Ripa di Meana 
has repeatedly said the review would pro
hibit options for enforcing environmental 
regulations. Ripa di Meana describes the 
Agency as a scientific arm of the Commis
sion with specialized environmental 
knowledge. 

The $1.4-million first-year budget for 
the Agency is small compared to that of 
the 20-year-old U.S. Environmental Pro
tection Agency, which has annual outlays 
close to $5 billion, up substantially from . 
its first -year expenditures of $384 mil
lion. 

Since all European countries will be 
included in the Agency, one of its tasks 
will be to publish a "code of ethics" to be 
met by Western companies building fac
tories in Eastern Europe. The conduct 
measures are intended to ensure that 
businesses do not exploit the less strin
gent environmental laws in the East. E 
Ruth Hawk is on the Board of Editors of the 
Bureau of National Affairs, an international pub
lishing bureau in Washington, D.C. 
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MARK YOUR AGENDA NOW! 
The International Herald Tribune and Turk 
Ekonomi Bankasi A.S. are convening this 
exceptionally timely conference in Istanbul. 

The distinguished group of speakers will include: 

• Jacques Attali, President-Designate, 
European Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development 

• Gunes Taner, Minister of State, Turkey 
• The Hon. Stephen Hadley, U.S. 

Assistant Secretary of Defense 
• Sir Douglas Wass, Chairman, 

Nomura International Ltd. 
• Anthony Sampson, Author and 

Journalist 
• The Rt. Hon. Dr. David Owen M.P . 
• Richard Perle, Former U.S. Assistant 

Secretary of Defense 

FOR FUll PROGRAM DETAILS 
Please contact: 
Jane Blackmore 
International Herald Tribune 
63 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JH 
Tel. (44 71) 836 4802 Fax (44 71) 836 0717 
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CARLO RIPA DI MEANA, E.C. COMMISIONER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT, SPOKE WITH EUROPE'S 

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ROBERT J, GUTTMAN LAST MONTH ABOUT THE NEW ENVIRONMENTAL AGENCY TO 

MONITOR POLLUTION IN EASTERN EUROPE, U.S.-E.C. RELATIONS ON THE ENVIRONMENT, GLOBAL 

WARMING, AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN THIS EXCLUSIVE EUROPE MAGAZINE INTERVIEW. 

is a former journalist, who served as a Member 

for Lombardy in the 1970 s and was elected a 

the European Parliament in 1979. He joined the 

E.C. in 1985 as Commissioner in charge of institutional 

matters, issues relating to a People's Europe, and culture. 

He has been in charge of E.C. environmental policy since 

January 1989, when he began his second term as 

Commissioner. 

Can you explain what the new environmental agency you 

dedicated in Budapest in late September will do? It is supposed 

to be a monitoring agency specifically for Central and Eastern 

Europe, where the "environmental cause" left behind by 

communism is so desperate that at least this agency lets 

us know what is happening there for the first time. That 

will be its "first urgent priority duty." Other duties will 

follow after our first overview of the situation. 
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Is there a financial commitment from the European Community to 

this new Agency? Yes. It is rather interesting in the sense 

that the E.C. contribution makes up approximately 40 

percent of the general budget. Some E.C. member states 

will make their own contributions directly, including the 

Netherlands, Italy, and, probably, Belgium. 

Does the United States have a role in the Budapest project? Yes, 

a major role, in the sense that the idea was launched during 

President Bush's visit to Budapest. From the very 

beginning, the project has been discussed with our 

American friends, and it is a joint project between the E. C. 

and the United States. 

You stated in Milan last May that ''the state of the environment in 

Poland and Hungary is nothing short of disastrous .... " Could you 

comment on that? 



Yes. I also confirm it because, unfortu
nately, the ruthless development of those 
economies came largely at the expense of 
the environment and natural resources 
like air and soil. The state of rivers and 
lakes-and consequently of the Baltic 
Sea-is so serious that life expectancy in 
those regions is reduced by one-third. 
The Baltic Sea's condition is so serious 
that a special conference has had to be 
convened to try to rescue it. 

In Czechoslovakia, I would point to 
Northwest Bohemia as being the most 
contaminated part of the country, with its 
heavy steel and other industrial plants. 
School-age children have had to be evacu
ated and moved to other parts of the 
country. 

In Hungary, the major problem is the 
heavy burden on the waterways and the 
Romanian and Bulgarian pollution that 
has affected them in that part of Central 
and Eastern Europe. 

In East Germany, many of the prob
lems were already known through public 
opinion. Nevertheless, our judgement, 
and that of the Federal Republic of Ger
many, is that the most urgent and serious 

case is represented by the high levels of 
atmospheric pollution, produced by en
ergy plants that work with brown coal. 
This makes air pollution in East Germany 
four times heavier than in the Federal 
Republic. 

What will the E. C. have to do to stop pollution in 
East Germany, now that it is becoming an E.C. 
member? 
First of all, we'll have to adapt our envi
ronmental legislation, in the sense that 
[East Germany] will not be able to match 
our standards and comply with our legis
lation overnight. The first part of the 
effort is understanding. The second part 
is financial. We would like very much to 
launch a project to restore the Elbe River, 
which starts in Czechoslovakia, crosses 
the two Germanys, and is in very poor 
shape. We would also very much like to 
transfer technology to attract to East 
Germany a lot of "green industries." We 
also must be very, very vigilant to avoid 
some industries from being tempted to 
consider environmental dumping in that 
part of Germany, because of looser envi
ronmental laws. These will be our main 

tasks. 
Of course, we realize-and are 

happy-that the major effort will be un
dertaken by the Federal Republic of Ger
many. However, we do think that the E. C. 
has to play an additional role; a symbolic 
role in one sense, and a legislative and 
financial role in the other. 

What steps has the E.C. taken to tackle the two 
major problems threatening the global environ
ment-global warming and the destruction of 
the ozone layer? 
The E.C. is rather committed to both of 
these problems. As far as the ozone layer 
is concerned, we have convinced indus
tries to first reduce and then stop produc
tion of chlorofluoroca11bons. We will have 
that guaranteed for the year 2000, but 
the majority of our member states will 
have phased CFCs out completely by 
1997. 

In the international arena, we have 
very insistently tried to convince our re
luctant counterparts-namely China, In
dia, Mexico, and Brazil-to do the same, 
and have promoted a fund to compensate 
countries that will shift their technology 

Congressional Quarterly's First Annual Conference on International Government Affairs 
in conjunction with George Mason University's Center for European Community Studies. 

U.S. Business And The European 
Communi!J: Government Relations 
Strategies J:10r The 1990's 
The Willard Hotel, Washington, D.C., 
November 5, 1990, 9:00am-4:30pm. 

• HEAR Thomas Niles, U.S. Ambassador to the EC, and others analyze recent developments in the EC and assess 
the implications for the American business community in the decade ahead. 

• AUGMENT your lobbying techniques with successful strategies for working in the EC. 
• FOCUS your time and lobbying resources. 
• ANALYZE the current status of the single market program. 

This Information-Packed Conference is a Must if You 
Have Business Interests in the European Community!!! 
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call toll-free 1 (800) 432-2250 ext 620, or write to The Seminar Registrar, 
Congressional Quarterly, 1414 22nd St. N.W. Washington, D.C. 20037. The 
registration fee is $395 per person including lunch and conference materials. 
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accordingly. 
Regarding the greenhouse effect and 

climate change, we are very active and 
trying first to stabilize, and then reduce, 
carbon dioxide emissions. This fall, we 
will decide in Geneva on the speed to 
adopt toward such a stabilization. This 
will be solemnly endorsed by a major 
U.N. conference in Brazil in 1992. 

Of course, there are still some differ
ences on this subject between the U.S. 
and the E. C. positions, the American posi
tion being very cautious and prudent, 
waiting for [what they do not yet see as] 
scientific certainty. We insist that, al
though some aspects of these scientific 
certainties have to be confirmed, this is 
not a good reason to postpone what 
should be done. Carbon dioxide emissions 
contribute to the atmosphere's heating, 
which then changes the climate. That is 
undisputed. So let's start with what is 
already undisputed. 

What is your main complaint against the United 
States with regard to its environmental poli
cies? 
First, America is historically the first part 
of the world to be aware of the problem 
and to fight back. Second, there is an 
immense scientific reserve. Third, there 
has been a very important pledge by 
American public opinion on certain envi
ronmental issues. Fourth, the Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA) remains 
a model for all other similar agencies that 
will be established in Europe. Last, but 
not least, EPA Administrator William K. 
Reilly's work has to be very much appre
ciated. I would cite also the Clean Air Bill 
as a piece of very advanced legislation. 

At the same time, I must say that, on 
the international stage, the U.S. position 
has been rather, "cautious and prudent." 
The United States is cautious in the sense 
that it is clearly having second thoughts 
on "carbon taxes;" that is, taxes on car
bon dioxide emissions, because that 
means taxing industry and energy pro
duction. I am not criticizing bitterly, I am 
only saying that we-the United States, 
the E.C., and Japan, who are the most 
advanced part of a global system-have 
the leading responsibility and cannot af
ford to register a split position between 
the three. 

Does the E.C. have carbon taxes? 
No, but we are considering them and we 
do not exclude making that proposal for
mal. But, of course, the whole debate is 
heading in the direction of what to do, as 
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decision-makers, parliaments, and public 
opinion digest the gravity of the situation. 
One has to find ways and means, in addi
tion to legislation, such as fiscal and eco
nomic penalties, incentives and disin
centives, and so on. 

Are E.C. environmental laws complied with by 
most member states? 
The reality is very unsatisfactory. Our 
300 directives represent a good block of 
legislation that is, unfortunately, widely 
ignored by member states and our en
forcement powers are extremely limited 
with the actual treaties. Our only re
course is before the Court of Justice. 

What is the status of the new E.C. environmen
tal agency, and what will be its main role? 
First, it will be a fully independent 
agency. The main goal is to give uniform 
and complete information. Second, the 
agency is supposed to start very in-depth 
ad hoc research on different topics, such 
as toxic waste. Third, in the very near 
future we hope to be able to assume the 
inspecting powers that nobody yet has on 
a supranational level. So far we have 
national, but not supranational, commu
nitarian powers to find out how things 
really are. This goal is also very contro
versial because member states are reluc
tant, and they resent the limitations of 
environmental sovereignty. It is never
theless a very crucial step. 

Last, but not least, because of its scien
tific background and specialized research, 
the agency will be able to give environ
mental impact assessments on major pub
lic works going on in the member states, 
such as highways, roads, and so on. 

Have you decided yet on the new environmental 
agency's location? 
With the exception of Luxembourg, all 
member states have asked that the 
agency be located in their member state, 
but I think the final contenders are Co
penhagen, Berlin, and Madrid. That 
should be finally decided before the end of 
the year, so that we can start operations 
in January. 

Are any new conservation policies being 
planned as a result of the crisis in the Middle 
East? 
Of course the crisis has, in a way, trig
gered new and critical thoughts about our 
consumption and energy systems. The 
result will be a reinforced and speeded-up 
thrust in alternative energy research. 
And a very serious energy savings policy 

has been announced, but not so seriously 
implemented. 

What is the E.C. doing to develop a strategy to 
conserve the world's tropical forests? 
The Houston Economic G-7 Summit 
asked the World Bank and the E.C. Com
mission to put forward proposals [on that 
subject] to the G-7 summit in London 
next year, so we are now studying pro
posals for the Brazilian rain forests, be
cause all work has to start there. I can 
already tell you that these proposals will 
be formulated in close consultation with 
our American friends. 

What is the E.C. view on nuclear energy? 
There is no final, formal, and unanimous 
view because six member states have 
nuclear power, and six do not. Neverthe
less, the E.C. has been involved in plans 
for nuclear energy production for de
cades, and, therefore, we have a full pol
icy and treaty-the Euratom treaty. We 
also have a nuclear safety policy. Our 
view is that, while nuclear power has 
immense advantages, there are still many 
major problems, such as complete safety 
and radioactive waste elimination. There
fore, I would say that the balance is very 
complex. 

You released a Green Paper on the Urban 
Environment in June. What was the result of 
that? 
The result is that we have triggered 
discussion. Until now, the E.C. had not 
faced the problem of towns in Europe. We 
discovered that our cities have common 
problems, like heavy pollution, traffic 
jams, high noise levels, unacceptable 
backwardness in transportation systems, 
and abandoned urban industrial areas. All 
of this convinced us to start the first 
assessment and to see which legislation 
and financial proposals would result from 
it. It is a very new policy. 

What do you see as the main environmental 
problem facing the world today ? 
The major evident problem is climate 
change. It has already produced serious 
disturbances, surprises, and scars on the 
planet. But, of course, the blacklist is long 
and I have to be rather a prophet of 
gloom. 

Can we reverse it? My impression is 
yes, but we need a really deep and en
lightened policy to do so. E 
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European Environmental 

Activism Grows 

Wiping Out 
Pollution 

S THE 1990s BEGIN, EUROPEAN POLITICAL 
leaders appear to have assigned higher priority to 
environmental issues of international scope than 
has President George Bush. These, at least, are the 

conclusions drawn when comparing American indecisiveness 
with European aggressiveness toward problems such as global 
warming and acid rain. 

EDWARD FLATTAU 

While the Bush Administration time 
and again has called for further scientific 
studies to eliminate uncertainty regard
ing those formidable environmental 
threats, Europeans argue that enough 
information is already available to war
rant immediate corrective action. This is 
a startling reversal of the pattern in the 
1970s. 

During that decade, the United States 
spawned the environmental movement 
that today is international in scale, and 
made the country the undisputed world 
leader of environmental reform. By con
trast, European countries at that time 
were still primarily occupied with putting 
the finishing touches on their region's 
post-World War II economic recovery. 
They either were ignorant of, or indiffer
ent to, environmental threats. 

Twenty years later, although President 
Bush has called himself the "Environ
ment President," many environmental 
groups feel that the United States no 
longer plays the main leadership role on 
the international environmental scene. 
Europe, on the other hand, has become 
more sensitive to environmental prob
lems over the last decade. By virtue of 
the size of the region (only one-fourth 
that of the United States) and the density 
of the population, Europeans reacted far 
more noticeably and quickly than Ameri-
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cans when pollution-the result of unreg
ulated prosperity-crossed the threshold 
of tolerance. 

The proximity of the former Eastern 
bloc countries, where environmental con
trol was of no concern, indicated im
mense transboundary pollution problems, 
which further heightened Western Eu
rope's ecological consciousness. And ma
jor disasters, such as the chemical 
spillages on the Rhine River, the contami
nation of Mediterranean beaches, and the 
widespread exposure to a radioactive 
cloud from the Soviet Union's Chernobyl 
nuclear power plant meltdown, were the 
final sparks to ignite the flame of Euro
pean environmental activism. 

Political leaders could no longer ignore 
these issues, and a number of them un
derwent dramatic conversions. British 
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher was 
the most notable example, becoming 
transformed practically overnight from 
an environmental skeptic to a leading 
crusader against the menace of global 
warming. Green parties took root in most 
European Parliaments, and environmen
talists began to advance in the various 
state and local governments. 

Perhaps no one person better symbol
izes the evolution of European environ
mental awareness and its growth in im
portance than Frenchman Brice Lalonde. 
Fifteen years ago, the blue-jean-clad 
street activist lead the tiny French chap
ter of Friends of the Earth in lonely 
protests against his Government's insen
sitive environmental policies. Today, he is 
France's Environment Minister, ap
pointed two years ago by President Fran-

~ois Mitterrand, who was seeking to 
make up for lost time. 

European politicians' public pro
nouncements of environmental resolve, 
however, no matter how commendable, 
do not a full picture make. For, overall, 
the statutory lead that the United States 
achieved over Europe by enacting land
mark environmental legislation in the 
1970s has, 20 years later, only been mod
estly narrowed. 

Generally, Americans still have more 
stringent, comprehensive pollution con
trol laws than Europeans, and enforce
ment is often even spottier overseas than 
in the United States. For example, a 
European law requiring pollution control 
devices on new cars does not take com
plete effect until1993. Leaded gasoline is 
still the dominant fuel in some parts of 
Europe, but unleaded gasoline is becom
ing increasingly available. 

The infrastructure for public participa
tion in environmental decision-making is 
also less advanced in Europe than in the 
United States. Environmental impact 
statements, freedom of information act 
privileges, and mandatory public hear
ings, for example, are not institutional
ized the way they are in the United 
States. 

At the same time, Europe has fewer 
options and less margin for error than the 
United States because of a smaller land 
mass, a higher population density, and a 
sparse endowment of natural resources. 
Yet Europe is not without advantages. Its 
size and density, for example, can work in 
its favor: The compactness of many of its 
cities and their close proximity to each 

other facilitate energy conservation and 
refinements in urban planning. Mass 
transit and bicycle use, which are energy
saving and anti-pollution strategies of the 
first order, are also easier to implement. 

In addition, Europeans have a superior 
foundation than Americans for energy 
conservation. This largely results from 
the difficult times experienced in the af
termath of World War II. Even today, the 
hallways in many European apartment 
buildings, for example, still have lights 
that are set to remain on for only a 
minute or two while someone needs 
them. Europeans also seem psychologi
cally better positioned than Americans to 
conserve energy. They use only about 
one-half of the energy and one-third of 
the water per capita than do Americans in 
the normal course of a day, without any 
appreciable difference in living standards. 

Finally, Europe has devoted propor
tionately more money to environmental 
research to develop renewable energy 
resources than has the United States; 
and, incredible as it may seem, a greater 
percentage of Europeans than Americans 
are served by sewage treatment facili
ties. 

It is to be hoped that all these compari
sons will soon become moot. That will 
certainly be the case if public opinion 
throughout the world continues to co
alesce and to force heads of state to act in 
concert against global environmental 
degradation. E 

Edward Flattau is a nationally syndicated environ
ment columnist based in Washington, D.C. 

U.S., E.C. Political Views Clash Over Global Warming 
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E.C. environmental concerns clash with 
those of U.S. President George Bush over 
whether the time has come to take aggres
sive environmental action. 

E. C. member states are adamant in their 
position that areas of scientific uncertainty 
over global warming have been narrowed 
and that the implementation on environ
mental response measures can no longer 

be delayed. 
In contrast, the Bush Administration 

firmly believes that much more evidence 
is needed to close the gap of the scientific 
uncertainty. U.S. Environmental Protec
tion Agency Administration William K. 
Reilly describes it as "policy-making in 
the face of uncertainty." 
-Ruth Hawk 



In March 1983, residents of West Germa
ny's capital city, Bonn, were treated to a 
small parade through their streets. A pro
cession of 27 people marched at the front 
of the line, carrying a huge replica of the 
earth and waving branches of Black Forest 
trees dying from acid rain. An assortment 
of students, young professionals, and 
1960s-style activists as well as typical
looking citizens followed-some in suits 
and some in the usual denim-and-sandal 
attire of political demonstrations. 

But this was not just another protest
one of countless thousands staged since 
the 1960s across the globe, from Berkeley 
to Berlin. The 27 people leading this 
parade-including a retired West German 
general, an agriculture professor, a union 
shop steward, a computer programmer, a 
mason, three engineers, and a nurse
were taking seats in West Germany's na
tional Parliament for the first time. Those 
who followed were supporters of the 
Greens, a new political formation that had 
become the first new party to enter Ger
many's Bundestag in three decades. 

Forged in the late 1970s as a grand 
alliance of activists from Germany's peace, 
feminist, environmental, New Left, and 
back-to-the-land movements, the Green 
Party grew slowly at first, winning just a 
few scattered elections for city councils 
and state legislatures. In 1983, however, 
they stunned many in Europe by claiming 
5.6 percent of the vote in Germany's na
tional elections, including respectable to
tals in Bavaria and rural regions where 
their message of living in harmony with 
nature struck a chord with many conser
vative voters. 

A new era in European politics had 
arrived in the Bundestag along with the 
Greens, as leaders across the Continent 
heard the voters' emphatic message that 
environmental cleanup was not merely a 
matter of aesthetics but a serious political 
issue. After the Greens' surprising victory, 
Conservatives and Social Democrats in 
Germany and elsewhere addressed eco-

"Greens" Gain Votes 

JAY W ALLJASPER 

logical issues with a new vigor. Since then, 
Western European nations have surpassed 
the United States in their aggressiveness 
toward environmental issues, says David 
Morris, a prominent U.S. environmental
ist and director of the Washington-based 
Institute for Local Self-Reliance. 

The Greening of Germany continued 
in 1987 as the Greens won three million 
votes (8.3 percent) and earned 44 seats in 
the Bundestag. The Party has also entered 
into governing coalitions with the Social 
Democratic Party in the cities of West 
Berlin and Frankfurt, as well as in the state 
of Lower Saxony. 

Yet Green politics are not an isolated 
German phenomenon. Belgium was the 
first country to elect Greens to Parliament 
in 1981, and Green parties are now repre
sented in the national legislatures of Italy, 
Portugal, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, 
Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, and Fin
land. 

Belgian, Dutch, and German voters 
supplied the European Parliament with its 
first Green representatives in 1984, and, 
after last year's European elections, there 
are now 29 Greens sitting in Strasbourg 
(eight French, seven Italian, seven Ger
man, three Belgian, two Dutch, one Span
ish, and one Portuguese). The British 
Green Party actually won the most enthu
siastic support of voters-a full15 percent 
of all ballots cast in 1989-but gained no 
seats in the European Parliament because 
Britain does not employ a system of pro
portional representation. 

A national Green Party has yet to be 
launched in the United States, but candi
dates are running for office from a number 
of the 300 local Green groups, and a 
statewide party was recently formed in 
California. Some preparations are being 
made for a presidential campaign in 1996, 
but John Rensenbrink, a political science 
professor from Maine and spokesman for 
the U.S. Greens, points out that non
electoral actions such as community 
projects and protests at the local level are 

an equally important aspect of Green poli
tics. European Green groups also empha
size that attention to social and cultural 
conditions is as crucial as legislative action 
in bringing about a better world. 

Despite their global reach and 1 0-year 
history as an established political party, the 
Greens are frequently misunderstood as a 
single-issue cause. Ecology is just one of 
the foundations upon which Green Parties 
are built; the German Party adds nonvi
olence, social responsibility, and grass
roots democracy as the three other "pil
lars" of their program. Child care issues, 
disarmament, and the rights of indigenous 
people are just as likely to be addressed in a 
Green Party platform as are pesticides and 
nuclear power. 

In the European Parliament, for in
stance, Greens have achieved the greatest 
impact concerning the issue of genetic 
engineering. "They have had an influence 
in holding things up and saying 'watch 
out,' " notes Diana Johnstone, an Ameri
can who works as a press spokesperson for 
the Parliament's Green faction. 

Taking a lesson from the science of 
ecology, Greens believe that all things are 
interrelated, including political and social 
issues. Destruction of the rain forest in 
Brazil and Indonesia, for instance, affects 
global warming trends in London and 
Leningrad. And international programs 
promoting export-based agriculture in the 
Third World aggravate world hunger by 
taking prime land out of cultivation for 
domestic food needs. 

At the heart of Green politics is the idea 
that environmental degradation and social 
unrest must be dealt with in a comprehen
sive way that gets to the real root of the 
problem. This means reordering many of 
modern life's priorities, rather than just 
tinkering with a few political programs 
here and there. 

Jay Walljasper is editor of the Utne Reader, a 
magazine containing a compilation of articles 
from alternative press publications. 
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Eastern Europe: The World's 
The West Is Eager To Help 

Clean Up the Region Greatest Polluter 

HE EMERGENCE OF A NEW POLITICAL OR
der should be cause for unrestrained joy. But before 
the residents of Eastern Europe can bask in their 
new freedoms, they must first wrestle with some of 

the world's most dramatic pollution problems. 

Excessive pollution, caused by unregulated and outdated heavy industry, has led to lower life expectancy in 
certain parts of Eastern Europe. Here: Copsa Mica, Romania. 

RoNALD A. TAYLOR • 

When the Berlin Wall came down last 
year, its debris released cancer-causing 
asbestos fibers into the air. But this flurry 
of fibers was a mere dust mote compared 
to the dimensions of subsequent revela
tions of how pollution has left Eastern 
Europe with foul rivers, blackened skies, 
and clusters of illness and death that will 
take years--and billions of dollars--to 
correct. 

When Vaclav Havel assumed the presi
dency of Czechoslovakia on January 1, he 
said: "We have laid waste to the soil, 
rivers, and forests that our forefathers 
bequeathed to us, and we have the worst 
environment in all of Europe today. 
Adults in our country die earlier than in 
most other European countries." 

Even the characterization "dramatic" 
understates the gravity of the problem 
facing the emerging Eastern European 
democracies. Four decades of planned, 
centralized economy turned the land
scapes and skylines of Czechoslovakia, 
Hungary, East Germany, Poland, Roma
nia, and other one-time satellites of the 
Soviet Union into the industrial world's 
worst nightmare. 

The list of environmental problems 
reads like an anthology of the century's 
environmental ills. Bulgaria's drinking 
water is contaminated by nitrates. In 
Hungary, the Danube River runs black 
with industrial and municipal wastes. 
Lead contamination -in Poland's apples 
and lettuce exceeds the United Nations' 
health standards by a factor of 10. Over 
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Airing their Differences 

For anyone traveling from West to East 
Germany, the difference in air quality can 
hardly be more striking: From breathing 
in fairly clean (West German) air one 
minute, one usually goes on to inhaling a 
concoction of (East German) "Trabi" car 
exhausts and filthy fumes blown into the 
air by smokestacks. Rather than merely 
crossing the intra-German border, one 
may feel transported to a different level in 
the atmosphere. 

When unification brings the two Ger
manys together, they will become one 
country in all aspects except one: the envi
ronment. While both have environmental 
laws, these were more or less consistently 
enforced by one, but systematically ig
nored by the other. 

East Germany's treatment of the envi
ronment is all the more shameful since the 
Munich-based Institute for Economic Re
search says that, if enforced, its laws could 
have been "exemplary" for Europe. In
stead, old factories, built in the earlier part 
of the century, in many cases pre-dating 
World War II, use outdated technol
ogies-and therefore far more valuable 
energy than modern plants. (On the 
whole, East Germany's per capita energy 
consumption is about 40 percent higher 
than West Germany's.) 

By depending on cheap-but dirty and 
unhealthy-brown coal for 70 percent of 
its energy needs and 85 percent of its 
electricity, East Germany is further ag
gravating air quality and its citizens' 
health: More than half of the country's 
forests are damaged, and, in heavily indus
trialized areas, the life expectancy is years 
lower than elsewhere. On top of all that, 
East Germany holds the unenviable record 
of generating the highest annual per capita 
level of carbon dioxide emissions in the 
world. 

Cleaning up East Germany's environ
ment will not be easy. According to West 
German Environment Minister Klaus 
Topfer, the two aspire to environmental 
union by the year 2000, which means 
bringing East Germany up to West Ger
man environmental standards between 
now and then. 
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It is generally agreed that East Germa
ny's heavy dependence on brown coal and 
its polluted groundwater present the 
gravest pollution problems and health 
risks, and therefore need the most urgent 
attention. The Institute for Economic Re
search advocates more efficient use of cur
rently available energy sources and a 
simultaneous development of other re
sources, such as natural gas. As a start, the 
West German Environment Ministry has 
already invested in smog early-warning 
systems. 

Industrial waste and the use of pesti
cides in agriculture have "killed" about 30 
percent of East German waters, according 
to Topfer; another 25 percent can no 
longer be used for drinking water. The 
Institute for Economic Research estimates 
that roughly 150 million German marks 
($80 million) must be invested in this area. 
The West German Environment Ministry 
has already set aside money for water 
quality measurement stations and to help 
complete water-treatment plants already 
under construction. 

East Germany does have nuclear power, 
but receives only a small amount of its 
energy from this source. This is probably a 
good thing: The safety record of these 
Soviet-made nuclear power plants is so 
low that Topfer recently announced their 
probable closure following unification be
cause the cost and time needed to bring 
safety equipment up to Western standards 
just did not warrant their continued use. 

Most of these are short-term measures, 
and Topfer has made it clear that it will 
take at least 10 years-and an overall 
environmental plan-to make a visible 
dent in East Germany's environmental 
mess. That strategy includes the closure of 
some old factories, fitting others with new 
safety equipment, and introducing new 
and cleaner technologies. Hopefully, toxic 
waste sites will be cleaner, and maybe the 
Elbe River, into which untreated waste 
water is currently being pumped for lack 
of urban water treatment plants, will come 
to life again. And, hopefully, those pollut
ing Trabis will be off the roads! 

Anke Middelmann 

half of that nation's river water is too 
acidic even for industrial use. 

The problems are not merely eyesores 
or aesthetic insults. In East Germany, site 
of the world's single largest carbon diox
ide source, air pollution forces motorists 
to use headlights in midday. One in five 
Polish children is born with either physi
cal or mental deformities. In a 1985 
health survey, 95 percent of 200,000 
Romanian women screened showed signs 
of diseased uteri. 

According to medical researchers and 
environmental scientists, the undeniable 
factor in those and other health problems 
is environmental pollution. And that is a 
legacy of the tunnel vision with which the 
Communist leaders approached their 
economy: Industrial output was the sole 
focus of their centrally planned econo
mies. 

Mter World War II, the Soviet Union 
created an Eastern European industrial 
zone that ranged from southern Poland to 
northern Czechoslovakia. Under the cen
trally planned economy of Eastern bloc 
nations, there was no incentive to control 
industrial pollution from the resulting 
buildup of manufacturing, most of it fu
eled by high-sulfur coal. Bedrich Moldan, 
Czechoslovakia's Environment Minister, 
says that the problem is similar to the 
dimensions of America's abandoned toxic 
dump dilemma that led to the creation of 
the multi-billion-dollar Superfund pro
gram. 

The Soviet military presence made 
things even worse. The discovery of 
abandoned chemical warfare compo
nents, haphazard disposal of waste fuel 
and cleaning agents, and pollution from 
leaky sewage pipes leave Czechoslovakia 
with an overwhelming pollution problem 
that compounds the country's already 
dramatic pollution woes, Moldan says. 

One of the vacated sites was visited -by 
Ben Tisdale, president of Martech, an 
Alaska-based pollution control company. 
He happened to be visiting the region on 
other business when he was approached 
by local officials to take a look at a just
abandoned military base at Frenstat Pod 
Radhosten. "I stepped on a rock, and 
couldn't step over the little puddle of 
water. When I got back to the hotel, the 
dye came out of my shoe, my foot black
ened and burned for three days," he said, 
adding: "We know they've got some prob
lems." 

All this presents the emerging nations 
with a daunting-and costly-dilemma. 
The estimated price tag for defusing the 
region's pollution problems is a whopping 



$500 million. That figure is in addition to 
the staggering costs associated with mod
ernizing production facilities to prepare 
to compete on the world market. 

H there is a bright spot in the region's 
problems, it is the West's eagerness to 
help clean up the East's pollution prob
lems. In the rush to share in the cleanup 
bonanza, E.C. pollution control and com
bustion engineering firms are seizing cen
ter stage with clean air and water pollu
tion control technologies. And, although 
they are late starters in what could be an 
anti-pollution gold rush, U.S. businesses 
are now also aggressively seeking a role 
in the cleanup. The Bush Administration 
is already directing $5 million each to 
Poland and Hungary for air pollution mon
itoring in Krakow, Poland, and for up
grading sewage treatment and drinking 
water supply systems in Hungary. 

The United States recently opened a 
Regional Environmental Center for Cen
tral and Eastern Europe in Budapest. 
With $5 million a year coming from the 
E.C. and the United States, the center 
will funnel money and technical assis
tance to Eastern European nations to 
help pin down the scope of their problems 
and provide the most appropriate tech
nology to solve them. 

For those involved in the cleanup, 
there are new logistical and financial 
problems. The biggest is that of cash flow 
mechanisms to pay for the delivery of 
pollution control equipment and services. 
"Banks are a problem in that region," 
said David Andrews, an attorney who 
oversees the environmental law activities 
of the San Francisco-based law firm of 
McCutcheon, Doyle, Brown, and Ener
son. "They are not Western-style institu
tions. They are just there to transfer 
money, and can't handle hard currency 
transactions.'' 

Another problem is the lack of a politi
cal or technical infrastructure. Even if a 
plant manager is interested in a pollution 
control product or service, his good inten
tions may run up against the realities of 
converting from a planned economy to a 
capitalist society. "H you're a plant man
ager in Prague right now, it's still not 
clear who owns the plant. So you can't 
commit the plant to anything," says 
James Edwards, chairman of American 
Capital and Research, a Washington, 
D.C., environmental consulting firm. 

Eastern Europeans face tough choices. 
Confronted for the first time with such 
free-market dilemmas as unemployment 
and inflation, the temptation will be great 
to delay coping with environmental prob-

lems until their economic and political 
infrastructures are remodeled. "[Eastern 
Europeans] are going to have to make 
some extremely hard choices," says 
Liroff. "A lot of the industry, especially in 
Poland, is antiquated. Rather than trying 
to place pollution control equipment on it, 
it might be better to shut it down entirely 
and eventually replace it with modern 
equipment that is energy and resource 
efficient, and doesn't pollute as much. But 
that means unemployment. Is society 
willing to accept that cost? I just don't 
know.'' 

Other environmental consultants and 
economists are more upbeat, speculating 

r 

that upgrading industrial and urban infra
structures presents the emerging coun
tries with a dual opportunity to modernize 
and to achieve energy efficiency while 
reversing the grim health statistics and 
environmental degradation. Says Robert 
Fri, vice chairman of the Bush Adminis
tration's International Technology Trans
fer Board, a quasi-governmental panel 
created to make sure Eastern Europe 
receives the most appropriate technol
ogy: "This is a chance to do it right the 
first time." E 

Ronald A. Taylor is a national environment re
porter for The Washington Times. 
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Europe Seeks Secure 
Persian Gulf Crisis Spurs Re

evaluation of E. C. Energy Policies Energy Sources 

HE INCREASED WORLDWIDE ATTENTION TO 
such environmental issues as global warming, the 
greenhouse effect, and acid rain has not been lost on 
those who are in charge of formulating the European 

Community's energy policies. 
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The pressure is on to redirect indus
trial, commercial, and residential energy 
consumers away from environmentally 
damaging fuels like oil and coal, and to
ward less-polluting alternatives-specifi
cally gas and nuclear power. Research 
and development funds have also gone 
into seeking ways to use traditional en
ergy sources in a more environmentally 



friendly way, with finding the holy grail of 
"clean coal" at the top of the agenda. 

At the same time, the Iraqi invasion of 
Kuwait and the subsequent United Na
tions-sponsored embargo of those coun
tries' oil exports have focused minds on 
the need to continue the search for se
cure sources of energy for the E.C.'s 12 
member states. Switching from Middle 
Eastern oil to gas, nuclear power, clean 
coal, and so-called renewable sources (hy
droelectric power, geothermal energy) 
will not only ease environmental degrada
tion, but also cushion the E.C. against 
unpredictable political shocks. To varying 
degrees, these alternative energy 
sources are available either from within 
the E.C. itself, or from neighboring coun
tries like Norway, Algeria, and the Soviet 
Union. 

Energy issues first gained major politi
cal prominence in 1973 when, following 
the turmoil of the Arab-Israeli war of that 
year, the members of the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) 
decided to begin fixing oil prices without 
consulting Western oil companies. This 
eventually led to a fourfold increase in 
prices by early 197 4. In response, at the 
Washington conference in February 
1974, all E.C. members, except France, 
joined with other industrialized countries 
to establish the International Energy 
Agency (lEA) within the larger framework 
of the Paris-based Organization for Eco
nomic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD). 

The IEA' s members are pledged to 
share oil supplies in an emergency and to 
draw upon private and public oil stocks to 
soften the price impact of short -term 
market disruptions. The E.C. Commis
sion, which has observer status, partici
pates in lEA meetings and coordinates its 
policies closely with it. At a recent gath
ering of the lEA's Governing Board follow
ing the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, France 
expressed interest in joining, so soon all 
12 E.C. countries will be represented at 
the Agency. 

One of the E.C.'s most important en
ergy policy features is the requirement 
that its members hold the equivalent of 
90 days' consumption of petroleum prod
ucts, like gasoline, jet fuel, and heating 
oil. These stocks act as a deterrent 
against supply cutoffs by reducing the 
potential value for an exporter of wielding 
the oil weapon, and serving as a buffer 
should supplies actually be disrupted. In 
some countries, like Italy or the United 
Kingdom, stock requirements are met by 
private companies, while in others-the 

Netherlands, Germany, and Denmark, for 
example-quasi-governmental agencies 
manage national oil stocks. In addition, 
beyond the E.C. requirements, the Bonn 
Government maintains its own 54-mil
lion-barrel federal oil reserve, much like 
the United States' 590-million-barrel pe-

The Mideast crisis has 
shown the E. C. that it must 
continue to search for secure 

energy sources. 

troleum reserve. 
While emergency preparedness is cer

tainly a crucial element in the E.C.'s 
attempt to pursue energy security, it is by 
no means the only one. On a day-to-day 
level, the attempt to decouple energy use 
from economic growth has been much 
more important: reducing "energy inten
sity," moving away from oil to other en
ergy sources, and diversifying E.C. oil 
imports. In all three of these areas, E.C. 
countries have had reasonable success. 

According to the OECD, the energy in
tensity of the 12 E.C. countries de
creased by 11.4 percent in the 1980s. 
This means that techniques to promote 
energy conservation (better insulated 
homes, for example) and greater energy 
efficiency (industrial furnaces that waste 
less fuel in the burning process) are hav
ing the desired effect. E.C. oil consump
tion has declined dramatically in recent 
years. While in 1973-the year of the 
first oil crisis-62 percent of the E.C.'s 
energy came from oil, that figure had 
dropped to 45 percent by 1989. At the 
same time, nuclear energy's share sky
rocketed from a negligible 1 percent to 
13 percent, gas rose from 11 percent to 
18 percent, while coal declined slightly 
from 22 percent to 20 percent. These 
figures correspond almost exactly to the 
1990 targets approved by the E.C. Coun
cil of Ministers in 1980. 

The Twelve have also managed to find 
new, non-Middle Eastern sources of oil 
supply, although the simple fact remains 
that 65.2 percent of the world's proven 
oil reserves lie in the Middle East. That 
region accounted for about 40 percent of 
E.C. oil imports in 1989 compared with 
60 percent in 1980. Though indigenous 
E. C. production probably peaked in 1986, 
the coming on stream of British oil helped 
boost Community output by 50 percent 

from 1980 to 1989. Last year, domestic 
production was equivalent to almost 30 
percent of total E.C. oil consumption, 
compared with roughly 16 percent in 
1980. 

Whatever the E.C.'s overall accom
plishments, the energy situation varies 
greatly from one member state to the 
next. For instance, the United Kingdom is 
a net oil exporter and is almost self
sufficient in coal and gas. The Nether
lands is the largest gas producer in the 
E.C., exporting 45 percent of its produc
tion to other Community countries. 
France, on the other hand, has made a 
concerted effort since 1973 to develop 
nuclear power, so that fully 70 percent of 
its electricity and 32 percent of its overall 
energy requirements come from nuclear 
reactors. Belgium comes in a close sec
ond in this league: It scores 66 percent 
and 20 percent, respectively. Despite 

Are you ready lor 
EUROPE'92? 
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In 1992, the 12 nations of the 
European Economic Community 
will become one big market. 
Forward-looking American com
panies are busily searching for 
the best location for their Euro
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some progress, countries like Spain, Italy, 
Greece, or Portugal still rely on imported 
oil for over half of their total energy 
needs. 

One source of energy close to the Com
munity's borders-the Soviet Union
has great untapped potential. Now that 
tensions between East and West have 
subsided, as witnessed by Moscow's 
alignment with the United States and its 
European allies during the current crisis 
in the Gulf, the Soviet Union's vast oil and 
gas reserves are coming under closer 
inspection. Total Soviet oil production 
was near 12 million barrels per day in 
1988 with exports on the order of 2.8 
million barrels per day, second to OPEC 
giant Saudi Arabia's 3.7 million barrels 
per day. However, its proven reserves 
add up to 58.5 billion barrels, roughly 
equivalent to Venezuela, a major OPEC 
exporter. 

The catch is not only that much Soviet 
oil and gas is located in hard-to-reach 
areas in Siberia, but also that the Soviet 
energy industry's infrastructure is se
verely backward, which is actually lead
ing to declining output. This is where 
Dutch Prime Minister Ruud Lubber's 
plan for a European Energy Community 
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comes in. Under Lubbers' proposal, an
nounced at the June E. C. summit in Dub
lin, the Community and other European 
countries would transfer technological 
know how to the Soviet energy industry 
and help with the cost of extracting more 
Soviet oil and gas for export. Increasing 

In 197 3, 62 percent of the 
E. C.'s energy came from oil; 

by 1989, that figure had 
dropped to 45 percent. 

the use of relatively clean natural gas in 
Eastern Europe is a particular priority 
given the severe environmental problems 
it is now facing. The E.C. Commission has 
lent its official backing to the Dutch idea 
and will present a report on the plan at 
the next summit of the Twelve in Decem
ber. 

The crisis in the Gulf has somewhat 
obscured the fact that energy policy is 
also a part of the 1992 single market 
project. Four draft directives have been 
presented by the Commission covering 
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price transparency, notification of invest
ment in the energy sector, and trade in 
gas and electridty. All fotrr aim to lower 
costs to industry and consumers alike by 
eliminating barriers to trade in energy 
within the Community. An effort is also 
being made to overcome differences in 
technical specifications-electricity grids 
are one area-that hinder free energy 
trade. 

While the single market in energy will 
certainly improve the E.C.'s security of 
supply by contributing to more intra-E.C. 
trade in oil, gas, and electricity, perhaps 
1992's greatest impact in the energy 
area can be gauged in a broader sense. 
Europe's trade and investment boom of 
the last two or three years-and the 
currency stability provided by the Euro
pean Monetary System-will insulate it 
from the worst economic side effects of 
higher oil prices. While growth may slow 
down a little and inflation may creep 
upward, it is unlikely that the world will 
witness a repeat of the post-1973 years of 
Eurosclerosis. E 
Peter S. Rashish, a contributing editor to Europe, 
was Special Assistant to the Deputy Executive Di
rector of the International Energy Agency/ OECD in 
1985-86. 
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INTERVIEW 

Gianni De Michelis 
talian Foreign Minister Gianni 
De Michelis, in an exclusive in
terview with Europe magazine, 
discusses Europe's role in the 
Middle East crisis, new relations 
with the Soviet Union, his "Pen-

tagonal" plans, and a host of other is
sues. Niccolo d'Aquino conducted the in
terview with De Michelis, who is 
currently President of the E. C. Council 
of Foreign Ministers, in Rome in mid
September. 

De Michelis is Italian. More precisely, 
he is Venetian. English newspapers have 
conferred on him the title of world-class 
statesman. The Guardian dedicated a 
lengthy, almost full-page article to him 
and told its readers in admiring tones 
that "never has a rotating President of 
the E. C. taken over his semestral period 
of duty with such a strong sense of 
accomplishing a mission as Gianni De 
Michel is." De Michelis was described as 
"more an American-style politician than 
an Italian-style minister." This same 
newspaper compared De Michelis' privi
leged relationship with his adored Venice 
to that of "a Kennedy's with Boston." 

And to think that up until just a few 
months ago, the foreign press did not 
seem particularly enthusiastic about 
him. English journalists, before rad
ically changing their minds, had waxed 
ironic over the Quadrangle, the accord 
between Italy, Austria, Hungary, and 
Yugoslavia that subsequently became the 
Pentagonal with the inclusion of Czecho
slovakia, an idea thought up and pro
moted by De Michel is. This accord, which 
various commentators consider a seri
ous effort to create an alternative axis to 
Germany's growing economic power, is 
making steady progress along the lines of 
the program defined last year at the 
inaugural meeting in Budapest. 

Europe is rapidly redesigning its in
ternal layout. The Pentagonal was 
conceived before the fall of the Ber
lin Wall. Haven't too many things 
changed since then? 
I don't think that the idea of the Pentago
nal is any less up-to-date. In fact, it has, if 
anything, proven the foresight of its un
derlying idea. This idea was, and still is, 
to find means of dialogue and cooperation 
among countries that belong to different 
systems (Italy belongs to NATO and the 
E. C.; Hungary and Czechoslovakia belong 
to the Warsaw Pact; Yugoslavia is non
aligned; and Austria is neutral). The Pen
tagonal is a contribution to stability and 
integration toward a new European sys
tem during a phase of change. 

Some people object, however, to the 
hypothesis of an axis that is differ
ent to the one on which Europe now 
rests. 
No one, least of all me, thinks of it as an 
alternative axis. I don't expect everyone 
to read all my articles or my official 
speeches. But anyone who does read 
them, even occasionally, would under
stand that I have always considered the 
Pentagonal to be an organization that 
complements the European structure of 
the Twelve. This structure is the strong 
nucleus of European integration around 
which, in a dynamic I call concentric cir
cles, the rest of Europe will gravitate
the European Free Trade Association and 
ex-Iron Curtain countries. 

But, technically speaking, what 
steps can the Pentagonal take? 
We have already launched a cooperation 
between our countries that takes advan
tage of several economic complementari
ties and geographic contiguities to over-

Italy}s Foreign Minister speaks 

out on Europe} s role in the 

world 

NICCOLO D 'AQUINO 
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come initial political differences. These 
differences are becoming increasingly 
fewer with the return to parliamentary 
regimes in Hungary and Czechoslovakia. 
This facilitates collaboration. 

And in the near future? 
During our last meeting, which was held 
in Venice on August 1, we approved a 
working program for the period 1990-
92. It has already been arranged on a 
technical level. We have focused on initia
tives in the road and railway transporta
tion sectors, and on better use of internal 
waterways. The ability to communicate is 
a prerequisite, perhaps the main one, 
toward economic integration. We have 
also identified other projects that will be 
jointly carried out: protection of the envi
ronment and support of small- and me
dium-sized businesses. 

Economically speaking, Italy is the 
strongest of the Pentagonal's five 
member countries. What role will it 
play? 
Italy's role in the Pentagonal is certainly 
of prime importance, because it is an idea 
that was in great part advanced by us, and 
also because, objectively viewed, we are 
the most industrialized of the five coun
tries. Moreover, we are the only country 
that is already an E.C. member. But I 
would like to say that the other members 
of the Pentagonal are no less involved, 
even at this early stage. 

How do you feel about E.C. member
ship for Austria? 
I believe that Austria is the country 
nearest to full E. C. membership, now that 
all the integrative processes in Europe 
have been accelerated. 

One of your first official acts as ro
tating President of the E.C. was to 
go to Moscow with Prime Minister 
Giulio Andreotti. What does the E. C. 
offer [Soviet President] Mikhail 
Gorbachev? It is well known that the 
Soviet Union needs money, not just 
verbal solidarity. 
We have always held that political reform 
in the Soviet Union must be supported as 
one part of a general equilibrium in which 
political, economic, and defense elements 
are closely connected. The problems in 
the Soviet Union are different from those 
in other Eastern European countries be-
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cause of its geography, the absence of 
democratic institutions, the seriousness 
of ethnic tensions, and because of the 
crisis in an economy that can only be 
reconverted with great difficulty. It will 
be very hard for the Soviet Union to 
achieve a semblance of democracy and a 
market structure without external co
operation. 

In recent months, the 35-country 
Conference on Security and Euro
pean Cooperation (CSCE) has been 
gaining in importance and in news
paper space dedicated to it. What 
role do you see for the cscE? 
Let me say right away that, in the upcom
ing months and years, the CSCE will be 
increasingly recognized by the public. 
The reorganization of the European area, 
after the fall of communism and the di
versities it generated, is constituted by 
various dimensions: security, economy, 
culture, and environment. The CSCE will 
become Europe's main circle for discus
sion, for research on a new cohabitation 
based on a decreasing number of weap
ons, and on an increasing mutual trust. 
An area that, in the end, will be more 
uniform and based on the principles of 
political democracy. 

Concretely speaking, what will be 
the next steps taken by the CSCE? 
The next conference this November in 
Paris will undoubtedly be an exceptional 
event. One of the conference's outcomes, 
besides wide coverage by the interna
tional media, will be some type of institu
tionalization of CSCE proceedings. I fore
see regular meetings by the Foreign 
Ministers of the 35 member countries to 
lay the groundwork for the entire pro
cess. 

Alongside this institutionalization, 
which can be called "horizontal," there 
will be another, which can be called "ver
tical." This will be created essentially in 
the three traditional areas of security, 
economy, and human rights. And here 
European cooperation will have to make 
use of the three existing structures: the 
Atlantic Alliance, the E. C., and the Euro
pean Council. In this sense, I see no 
competition between these three struc
tures and the CSCE. On the contrary. 

After Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, the 
Bush Administration reproached It
aly and other Allies for having been 
too tepid on the military level. It is 

known that Washington would have 
appreciated a greater involvement 
in the sending of ground troops. 
What do you think? 
First of all, no one formally asked us to 
send troops. Second, we have already 
sent some warships. This is already a 
contribution that, obviously, is com
mensurate to our means. But there is a 
more important underlying issue. 

Which is? 
The ability to send one's military power 
thousands of kilometers from one's own 
country cannot be created from one day 
to the next. First of all, one must have 
political strategic interests to put for
ward. The winners of World War II have 
had these interests. France, Great Brit
ain, and, obviously, the United States 
have maintained military bases in the four 
corners of the world. Italy, on the other 
hand, which had just begun to acquire 
some bases (but only a few), doesn't have 
them any more. Germany has been de
prived of its own. It is well known that, to 
send warships and, in general, to move 
one's own military presence, one needs 
support bases and assistance. One needs 
complex military logistics. 

In essence you are saying that it 
isn't a coincidence that certain 
countries have a more strongly de
veloped political psychology that 
makes them more involved interna
tionally. 
I'm saying that certain attitudes are the 
offshoot of the logic of 1945, that they 
don't reflect the present international 
situation any more. For instance, think of 
the veto at the United Nations. Mter the 
war ended, certain nations acquired a 
status that was different from the major
ity. Within a span of two generations, this 
different status created a different mili
tary projection. A few countries, like 
West Germany and Japan, had a Constitu
tion imposed on them that had very pre
cise directives: no sending of troops out 
of the country, and no obtaining of certain 
kinds of armaments. In its Constitution, 
Italy was explicitly prohibited from going 
to war to resolve international controver
sies. Now the Allies are asking us for a 
greater military effort. Fine. We have 
taken note. But we have also taken note 
that the set-up that has existed for two 
generations and that was born from the 
balances following World War II is over. 

E 
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Portugal Prepares for Privatization 

When the present center-right adminis
tration took office in mid-1987, one of the 
main thrusts of Government policy was an 
ambitious plan to denationalize the 
strongly command-oriented economy it 
inherited-a hangover of the revolution
ary excesses that remained even after the 
197 4 military coup restored democracy to 
Portugal. 

One black spring night in 1975, the 
then ruling Marxist revolutionaries na
tionalized 53 percent of fixed investment, 
or some 800 firms, valued at some $13.6 
billion. That move was later consecrated 
in the Constitution as an "irreversible 
conquest of the Revolution." 

Financial experts say that the damage to 
the economy of this move continues to 
reverberate and that the bill will not be 
paid for decades. The drain of the state 
sector on the public purse-Portugal's to
tal foreign debt in June stood at S 17.8 
billion, according to the Central Bank
prompted the Government to announce 
the asset sell-off that, initial conservative 
estimates suggest, will earn it $266 mil
lion over the next five to six years. 

The privatization program got under 
way in April1989 with the partial sale of a 
state-owned brewery. Since then, a bank, a 
second brewery, newspapers, and insur
ance companies have been made available 
to public offer. A host of other companies 
will follow, according to Finance Secre
tary Jose Elias de Costa, the man responsi
ble for managing the ambitious privatiza
tion program. 

The importance of this development is 
summed up by a leading private-sector 
economist, Alfredo de Sousa: "The public 
sector, whose losses created and swelled 
the public debt, is directly responsible for 
3 percent to 4 percent of the annual infla
tion rate," he says. (Before the latest oil 
price shock, inflation stood at an annual 
12.7 percent.) 

The privatization program has run into 
snags, however. The dispossessed former 
owners of the concerns received only to
ken compensation, and some 137,000 of 
them have grouped together to demand 
payment, totaling S 14 billion, for their 
property, or for the right to preferential 
share access in the sell-offs. Their claim 
concerns compensation at today's prices 
for their factories, businesses, services in-
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dustries, and farms seized after the coup in 
the mid-1970s. 

For ex;mple, the Government had 
hoped to raise $222 million in September 
from the sale of the successful state-owned 
brewery Centralcer. Major international 
bidders stood by to compete for a stake in a 
company with close to a 50-percent share 
of the Portuguese beer market. But the 
offer was delayed following a court chal
lenge from the former shareholders over 
proper compensation. They had proposed 
to pay a meager $8.2 million for 43 per
cent of the stock the Government was 
offering, exactly equivalent to the amount 
they had received in government bonds as 
compensation when their capital was 
seized. 

The expropriated owners' bid for 
Centralcer is a test case that highlights the 
grievances of the former shareholders in 
companies nationalized during the Revo
lution. They believe the denationalization 
program is the perfect opportunity for the 
Government to see justice done by com
pensating them with privatized stock. 

Prime Minister Am'bal Cavaco Silva, 
however, keen to maximize privatization 

- revenues to diminish a massive budget 
deficit, would prefer to draw a veil over 
the past. He says the question was resolved 
by a previous government in 1977, when 
aS 14.8 million limit was set on indemnity 
claims. The state has since been settling 
with the 28-year compensation bonds 
bearing sliding yields from 2.5 percent to 
13 percent-but in amounts that, the ex
propriated owners say, bear no relation to 
the real current worth of their stock. 

On the one hand, Cavaco Silva would 
like to encourage the return of the entre
preneurs who dominated Portugal before 
the Revolution, when seven industrial 
families accounted for 7 5 percent of na
tional output. They are seen as essential to 
helping establish strong Portuguese indus
trial groups to compete within the single 
market and to inject new dynamism into 
companies grown lethargic under state 
ownership. On the other hand, the Prime 
Minister appears equally determined that 
they should rebuild from scratch rather 
than simply repossess their fortunes. 

"Needing the funds to reduce the bud
get deficit is a convenient argument," says 
Joao Rendeiro, an investment strategist 

with Lisbon-based fund managers Gesti
fundo SA. "But the real reason is political. 
A key source of Cavaco Silva's support 
comes from the many thousands of voters 
who are from relatively humble origins like 
himself and who have built up successful 
businesses over the past 15 years. They 
would balk at the idea of seeing the eco
nomic aristocrats of the former regime 
handed back their riches on a plate. How
ever, by failing to resolve the compensa
tion question adequately, the Government 
is not only portraying the Portuguese state 
as a bad debtor but also preventing an 
important current of entrepreneurs and 
dynamic business from playing a more sig
nificant role in the economy." 

Meanwhile, the Government's economic 
forecasts and careful plans to dampen the 
overheated economy have been thrown 
into disarray by the Middle East crisis. Just 
before the summer, Finance Minister 
Mugiel Beleza introduced a package of 
public spending cuts in an effort to reduce 
a massive budget deficit that is fueling 
double-digit inflation and starving the pro
ductive sector of credit. This move, involv
ing cutbacks of 13 percent to 30 percent in 
different areas, aimed to diminish Govern
ment spending by $296 million on the 
amount originally budgeted for 1990. 

Beleza stressed that the cuts were 
structured so as not to penalize the private 
sector, which has borne the brunt of anti
inflationary measures in recent years. 
These have included a package of con
sumer credit curbs, introduced a year ago, 
and permanently tight monetary restric
tions. 

He added that it was now time for the 
public sector to make a sacrifice in the 
fight against inflation. The cuts are de
signed to produce a significant drop in the 
budget deficit, which, prior to the Iraq 
affair, was officially set to reach $4.5-4.6 
billion this year, some 7.5 percent to 7.8 
percent of gross domestic product (GDP). 

Convinced that monetary and financial 
stability are fundamental to the success of 
Portugal's integration into the E.C.'s Eco
nomic and Monetary Union, Beleza advo
cated a policy of budgetary restraint cou
pled to moderate rises in indirect taxation 
in mid-June. "The costs of such a program 
[aimed at monetary and financial stability] 
are not very great, relatively short term, 
and can be tuned," he said. 

-Ken Pottinger 
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ISING ELEPHANTINELY ON THE BANKS OF 
the Tagus River, close to Portugal's famous 
Jer6nimos monastery, is a massive concrete and 
steel testament to the country's new European 

commitment-the Belem cultural center. The desperate race 
against the clock to finish this multi-million-dollar convention 
and cultural complex is being personally conducted by center
right Social Democratic Prime Minister Anlbal Cavaco Silva. 

Not only does he plan to use it as a 
glossy headquarters for Portugal's six
month E.C. presidency starting in janu
ary 1992, he also sees it as a living 
monwnent to his Government's not in
considerable achievements-many of 
which are closely intertwined with the 
multiple blessings of E.C. membership. 

The multiple symbolism of the new 

center includes the marriage of Portu
gal's past glories to the bold hopes for its 
new future, the counterpoint of yester
year's voyages of discovery with the new 
routes unfolding in Europe, to the fact 
that the site is the riverside departure 
point from which Vasco da Gama set off 
to find the sea route to India in 1497. 

Portugal's first crack at the E.C. presi-

Most Stable Period in 16 Years Paves Way for E. C. Presidency in 199 2 
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dency is being touted as a watershed in 
the country's post-E.C. accession history. 
Officials point to it as firm affirmation of 
the country's rejuvenated role as a mod
em European nation after hundreds of 
years as an imperial-and later colonial 
and isolated-power, whose gilded days, 
just as the discovers of the world, have 
faded into a much lamented past and a 
mixed legacy. Now the country is experi
encing its most stable period in the 16 
years since the 197 4 military revolt rein
stated democracy here and opened the 
way to E.C. integration. 

When Portugal takes on the E. C. presi
dency, it will do so hard on the heels of a 
round of vital national elections in 
1991-one for the post of Head of State 
and one for the Government-that could 
change the face of domestic politics. 

At issue in both elections is the fate of 
the unprecedented parliamentary major
ity obtained in a landslide poll in July 1987 
by the ruling Social Democratic Party. 
Against all odds-including a complex 
proportional representation system virtu
ally designed to perpetuate unstable mi
nority rule-the present Government 
won a single-party majority that ended a 
decade-long succession of revolving-door 
administrations and stop-and-go govern
ment. 

Fourteen months earlier, former So
cialist Party leader and Prime Minister 
Mario Soares had won a narrow victory 
for a five-year term as president over his 
conservative- and government-backed 
candidate. According to the latest opinion 
polls, his re-election is virtually a fore
gone conclusion, so ably has he played his 
part in Portugal's power-sharing system 
of government. At the time of writing, 
however, he had still to formally an
nounce that he would run again. 

The present Government's prospects 
for winning a second term with an overall 
majority are more dubious. Stained by the 
exercise of power, burdened with the 
legacy of other administrations' economic 
misadventures, and tarnished by a hand
ful of unpopular scandals and a range of 
political misjudgments, the Government 
is not helped by the fact that it will go into 
the elections on an austerity budget and 
with double-digit inflation untamed. 
Meanwhile, the run-up to the poll (run
ups in Portuguese politics traditionally 
begin prematurely) is now overshadowed 
by unpredictable international events that 
could have inevitable repercussions on a 
domestic economy that depends on exter
nal sources for 80 percent of its energy. 

Many analysts agree that it would be a 
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blow if the Government fails to repeat its 
electoral victory. "Mter 16 years of up
heaval and constant change, Portugal 
could well do with a solid and prolonged 
period of peace and governmental con
tinuity," says one Western diplomat, sum
ming up the views of many who would like 
to see the current Government, despite 
its errors, stay in office for another term. 
Current business sentiment, as ex
pressed in recent newspaper polls, under
lines this view. 

The post-electoral scenario, while 
clouded, will, however, be less traumatic 
than in the post-1974 past. The national 
consensus on E.C. membership remains 
strongly favorable-some 63 percent of 
the country endorses it, according to one 
poll. Community transfers, structural aid, 
single European market-imposed eco
nomic and financial reform and liberaliza
tion are all ongoing programs, hardly 
likely to be affected by domestic political 
change. 

Consensus politics between the two 
largest parties, the ruling Social Demo
crats and the main opposition Socialists 
(whose socialism is closer to Western 
European social democracy than to dog
matic command economics), while not a 
local strong point, will probably, by force 
of circumstances, emerge as a workable 
alternative to an overall parliamentary 
majority, should this be what the elector
ate decides. 

Meanwhile, on the wider and currently 
vital issues of European unity, Portugal 
has tended toward caution, sympathetic 
in part to the line taken by Britain's 
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. Por
tugal backs political union but calls for 
care in imposing it so as not to erode 
national sovereignty. Cavaco Silva made 
Lisbon's point firmly at the Dublin sum
mit in June: "The Community must ad
vance step by step, gradually, flexibly, 
pragmatically, and without ruptures. Ex
cessive speed in political integration 
could in reaction prompt a resurgence of 
nationalism," he warned. This guarded 
approach is perhaps typical of the cir
cumspection with which the Portuguese 
approach issues generally, be they do
mestic or pan-European. 

Once Europe's poorest nation, Portu
gal, thanks to four years of singular politi
cal stability and massive transfers of E. C. 
funds, has now moved up one place and 
overtaken Greece in some of the eco
nomic health indicators, including gross 
domestic product. Signs of progress are 
everywhere as the country moves for
ward with a massive infrastructure and 

public works program designed to narrow 
disparities with its rich and powerful part
ners and to provide a modern framework 
for investment and growth. Between 
1986 and 1988, Brussels poured some 
$2.5 billion worth of structural and finan
cial funds into Portugal. The effects of 
this aid can be seen up and down this 
90,000-square-kilometer corner of the 
Iberian peninsular. 

A recent Portuguese Government 
trade mission touring the United States 
to encourage more foreign investment, 
took along this message: "Portugal aims 
to be the Japan of Europe." Indeed, for
eign investment has boomed since E.C. 
accession, rising from $185 million in 
1986 to $2.7 billion in 1989, including, 
among others~ a number of prestigious 
U.S. projects by companies like Ford and 
General Motors. 

This ambitious attempt to imitate the 
Japanese miracle has not escaped local 
officials, who acknowledge that the gap 
with the rest of the E.C. is large and the 
targeted task great. But the analogy with 
the Asian phoenix rising from the ashes of 
World War II is apposite. 

There is no lack of ambition and dyna
mism among the movers and shakers of 
the Portuguese business world. Opportu
nity abounds: Geographically well placed 
as a bridge between the Americas, Mrica, 
and Europe, and climatically blessed, Por
tugal clearly has much going for it. Its 
work force is young and easily adaptable. 
Its universities and business schools are 
churning out a generation of well-trained 
managers and financial whiz kids. 

In four short years the rejuvenated 
stock market has boomed, bust, and be
gun to flower again (although presently in 
the doldrums, thanks to the Middle East 
crisis). The roads are crammed with lat
est-model cars, including top-of-the
range BMWs, Volvos, and other artifacts of 
a prospering economy. 

To show how concerned he is about the 
economic impact of the bureaucratic Gov
ernment's army of paper pushers, the 
Prime Minister has declared a national 
"debureaucratization" day in October, on 
which every government department has 
been instructed to abolish at least one 
piece of red tape to simplify procedures. 

One wagging cartoonist, however, pic
tured it differently in a cartoon that pro
claimed: "We'll only see some progress 
with 365 national debureaucratization 
days a year, and at least a dozen measures 
on each one." E 
Ken Pottinger reports from Lisbon for London's 
Daily Telegraph and Sunday Telegraph. 



GOVERNMENT 
FORM OF GOVERNMENT: Republic. Par
liamentary democracy since dictatorship 
was overthrown in 1974. Popular demo
cratic elections held for President (five-

year term) and for the legislature (the As
sembly of the Republic) for four years. 

PRESIDENT: Mario Soares. 
PluME MINISTER: Anibal Cavaco Silva, 
leader of the ruling center-right Social 

Democratic Party. 
MAJOR PoLmcAL PARTIES: Socialist 
Party and the Social Democratic Party. 
Since July 1987, the Social Democrats 

have enjoyed an overall majority in Parlia
ment. The next legislative electioll$ will -

be held in 1991. 

The new Government, headed by Prime 
Minister Aru'bal Cavaco Silva, has initiated 
a new economic policy based on economic 
liberalization, limiting Government con

trol of the economy, and aggressively 
seeking external trade and investment. 

Portugal's entry into the E.C. in January 
1986 was a crucial turning point in the 

country's political and economic transfor
mation. 

BRIEF HISTORY 
Independence was achieved during the 
middle of the 12th century; until then, 

Portugal had been part of Spain. 
During the 14th and 15th centuries, 

thanks to the curiosity of its navigators, 
Portugal acquired colonies across the 

globe. These included Mozambique, An
gola, and Guinea-Bissau in Africa, Macao, 
Goa, and East Timor in Asia, and Brazil 

in Latin America. 
In 1910, a revolution brought about a 

French-style Republic. 
On April25, 1974, a bloodless military 
coup formed a provisional military gov

ernment. Growing leftist power and 
Communist government controlled to a 
political struggle, and many short-lived 

governments. In 1976, finally, the Social-
ist Mario Soares became Portugal's first 
democratic Prime Minister in 50 years. 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
POPULAnON: 10.2 million. 

Approximately 37 percent of the popula
tion are under 20 years of age, 49 percent 
between 20 and 59 years , 14 percent are 

60 and over. 
RELIGION: Roman Catholic: 97 percent; 
Protestant: 1 percent; other: 2 percent. 

LANGUAGE: Portuguese. 
GDP: $45.2 billion. 

CURRENCY: Portuguese Escudo (100 
Centavos). S 1.00 = 135 Escudos (at cur

rent exchange rate). 

MISCELLANEOUS 
NAnONAL HoLIDAY: The Day of Portu
gal, held on June 10, honors the famous 
Portuguese writer Luis Vaz de Cam0es. 
PERSONALITIES: Amalia Rodrigues, one 

of the best-known "fado" (folklore) sing-
ers, will appear in November at the Ken-

nedy Center in Washington, D.C. 
FAVORITE SPORTS: Soccer, bullfights (in 
which the Bull is not killed), and golf. 

WELL-KNOWN AMERICANS OF PORTU· 

GUESE DESCENT: John Philip Sousa, band 
master and composer; John Dos Passos, 
writer; Tony Coelho, former U.S. Con

gressman 
MOST POPULAR FOOD: Cod fish. 

USEFUL ADDRESSES 
Embassy of Portugal 

2125 Kalorama Rd., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20008 

Tel.: (202) 328-8610 
Fax: (202) 462-3 726 

Tlx: 64399 

I CEP Delegation 
Portuguese Trade Commission 

548 Fifth Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10036 

Tel.: (212) 354-4610 
Cable: Portfundo 

Tlx: 640175 PTGTO NIK 

Portuguese Chamber of Commerce 
590 Fifth Ave. 

New York, N.Y. 10036 
Tel.: (212) 354-4627 

GEOGRAPHY 
AREA: 35,550 square miles (92,075 square 

kilometers). · 
LARGEST CITIES: Lisbon (the capital), 
population 827 ,800; Porto, population 

344,500. 
PoRTUGUESE ISLANDS: Azores and Ma

deira. 
MAIN PoRTS: Lisbon (annual cargo: 12 

million tons); Sines (oil and petro-chemi
cal terminal). 

CLIMATE: Mediterranean climate in the 
south and Continental climate along the 
Atlantic coast and the interior. Average 
temperatures: 74 degrees FahreJ).heit (21 
degrees Centigrade) in summer; 52 de
grees Fahrenheit ( 10 degrees Centigrade) 

in winter. 

BUSINESS 
MAJOR TRADING PARTNERS: Spain, West 

Germany, France. 
DIRECT FOREIGN INvESTMENT: More 

than doubled last year, to a record 360 bil
lion escudos (approximately $2.7 billion). 
The most attractive investments are in real 
estate, finance, and tourism. Around 19.7 
percent of total new investment is going 

into manufacturing. 
MAIN EXPORTS: One-third of Portugal's 
exports are textile and apparel products; 
wood, paper, and cork make up 15 per
cent; machinery 11 percent; footwear 8 
percent; and agricultural products 8 per-

cent. 
MAIN IMPORTS: Portugal's primary im

ports are machinery, food and agricultural 
products, chemicals, transportation, and 

energy products. 
PORTUGUESE INDUSTRIAL LEADERS: 

Petroleos de Portugal, SA (Petrogal); Elec
tricidade de Portugal-EDP EP; Renault 

Portuguesa-Sociedade Industrial e Comer
cial SA; Transportes Aereos Portugueses, 
EP; Correios e Telecomunicacoes de Por

tugal,EP. 
MAjoR BANKs: Caixa Geral de Depositos; 

Banco Comercial Portugues. 
INSURANCE COMPANIES: Bonan~a; 

Mundial Confian~a. 
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In our country, you are the explorer because every visit is filled with dis
coveries. Our cities. Our countrysides. Our stately mansions. Our romantic 
country inns. Our excellent cuisine. Our golden beaches. And most of all, 
our friendly people. On your next trip to Europe, find out for yourself why 
the world knows that Portugal is truly the land of discoveries. 

RIES 
~ I ·~~I 

I '-II ._._...~~~ 

Where Europe meets the Atlantic. 
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T IS NOT SURPRISING THAT, SLOWLY BUT 
surely, Portugal is being discovered. What is surprising, 
however, is that it has taken this long for the good news 
to spread. 

When I first visited Portugal 20 years 
ago, a friend warned me: "Don't expect 
too much." He further cautioned: "The 
country's not exactly with it. If you ask 
the Portuguese to tell you what's happen
ing, they're likely to talk about Vasco da 
Gama." 

I traveled to Portugal, and can honestly 
report that the famous explorer's name 
was never mentioned. And yet, once in 
the country, I understood almost immedi
ately what my friend was talking about. 
At first glance, Portugal does seem like 
an ancient empire. However, the Portu
guese empire is essentially over and, in a 
few years, when Portugal returns Macao 
to the Chinese, the country will be col
ony-less for the first time in centuries. 

Portugal is not perceived as being at 
the cutting edge of pop culture or of 
geopolitics. No one seems to talk about 
the latest Portuguese music or art, or 
about what the Portuguese position 
might be on a current world crisis. But, 
while their empire may be gone, the 
Portuguese are very much alive. And 
therein lies the true beauty of the place 
and the essence of the Portuguese travel 
experience. 

Portugal is one of the most beautiful 
countries-and one of the last remaining 
bargains-in Europe. It is also accessible, 
both physically and, perhaps most impor
tantly, in the attitude of its people: You 
are now getting the picture-Portugal 
may not have the answers but may, in 

A Land of Beauty and Tranquillity 

At the southwesternmost tip of Europe, Portugal combines a flair for the Mediterranean way of life with an 
Atlantic climate. Above: Fishing boats; the seaside resorts of Cascais, above, and Tamariz, right. 
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Lisbon: Modernizing its Charms 

As a long-time Lisbon resident, this cor
respondent suggests taking the tram as the 
best way to appreciate the full beauty of 
this ancient Roman-founded city on the 
banks of the great Tagus River. 

Lisbon's best side is seen from the trams. 
Yellow, turn-of-the-century, and slow, 
they crawl up the sides of the steep, twist
ing hills on which this riverside city rests. 
The trams, together with donkey carts 
and motorized vegetable barrows, reduce 
the already choked traffic flow to a pain
fully slow pace. But the trams or electricos, 
as they are known, give visitors fascinat
ing glimpses of a Lisbon they would not 
otherwise see. 

Until the beginning of last summer, for 
instance, visitors could enjoy the intrigu
ing sight of the tasca- (or tavern)-based 
tram signalmen near the Flea Market di
recting trams and vehicles alternatively 
along a narrow curved single track, glass 
of beer in one hand, green and red signal 
batons in the other. Sadly, when the three 
long-entrenched signalmen needed to 
control this snaky stretch of the city's tram 
route were replaced in June by traffic 
lights, Lisbon lost one of its quaint sights. 

And if-as many do-you fall in love 
with the trams, you can hire a splendid 
velvet-upholstered baroque ceremonial 
version for a four-hour trip along the 
extensive city network. Sundays are the 
best time for such trips because of the 
appalling weekday traffic congestion. 

The old city dwells less and less com
fortably alongside the new in this once 
half-forgotten European capital, which is 
now being rediscovered by businessmen, 
investors, and real estate developers. 

Lisbon still badly needs a coat of paint, 
although things have much improved 
compared to 10 years ago. The grime and 
revolutionary graffiti that then covered 
the walls have virtually completely disap
peared. In 1755, the city was struck by a 
devastating earthquake and was largely 
rebuilt by a visionary prime minister, the 
Marques de Pombal. But one can still find 
Lisbon's Moorish and earlier origins 
around the Castle of St. George and in the 
Alfama district clustered below. New 
housing schemes spiral outward from the 
old town along wide, flat, tree-lined bou
levards where town planners have sensibly 
restricted building height. The undulating 
hills of the city are thus not unduly 
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pierced by soaring tower blocks. 
Lisbon's charm lies in its still provincial 

air. With none of the elegant grandeur of 
Paris or the Renaissance splendor of 
Rome, its dimensions are nevertheless po
etically satisfying; its charm and beauty are 
hidden behind discreet gateways and in 
unexpected nooks. An inquisitive tourist 
can still glimpse many reminders of the 
former splendor of this once-powerful 
city, which, in its heyday, was a major 
trading center with the New World, 
mother of a far-flung empire, and, conse
quently, very wealthy and powerful. 

The Portuguese discoverers set out 
from the Tagus estuary to charter the sea 
routes to the East and to bring back its 
secrets and flavors. At the Maritime Mu
seum in Belem, where the odyssey began, 
one gets an insight into the restless charac
ter, hardiness, and often reckless adventur
ing of these early explorers. 

A number of other museums are also 
worth visiting, including the fine private 
collections of Calouste Gulbenkian at the 
Foundation this Armenian oil magnate 
endowed in Lisbon. 

The Portuguese capital has an expand
ing cultural life with comprehensive op
era, ballet, and concert seasons, good orig
inal-language cinema circuits, and a 
flourishing and popular nightlife centered 
around the narrow streets of downtown 
Bairro Alto. There are shopping bargains 
in high-quality porcelain, pottery, book
binding, old books, leather, lace, and fine 
linens in the fashionable central business 
district-the Chiado. Hours of free street
based entertainment can be had indulging 
in the favorite Latin pastime of the passeio 
(the walkabout) or in idle conversation at 
sidewalk cafes. 

While an easily oriented capital, chaotic 
traffic makes traveling by taxi, car, or 
public transportation tiresome and slow. 
One of Lisbon's attractive features is its 
close proximity-30 'minutes' drive-to 
the golden beaches of the Costa de 
Caparica or the fashionable seaside resorts 
of Cascais and Estoril, all of which are 
worth a visit in season. Lisbon's greatest 
asset is its magnificent setting, best seen by 
leaving the city over the famous Tagus 
River bridge and seeking a viewpoint 
from the riverbank on the other side. At 
sunset, the deep pink tints that bathe the 
city are spectacular. -Ken Pottinger 

fact, be the answer. 
Celebrities, including Paul McCartney 

and at least one unidentified member of 
the British Royal Family, have expressed 
interest in purchasing Portuguese real 
estate. Portugal, however, has no grand 
plans for expanding or increasing its real 
estate. It is a country that, perhaps for 
the first time in its history, has begun to 
embrace its own quality of life. And when 
a country still practices the art of the 
bullfight, but the bull lives, what does that 
say about a country? It certainly seems to 
reflect a progressive attitude. 

If you love beaches, two of the best 
beaches and coastal villages-Cascais 
and Estoril-are just half an hour's drive 
from Lisbon. There you'll also find the 
Hotel Albatroz, located on a tiny and 
private promontory in Cascais, and the 
Hotel Palacio, in Estoril, which is a 
great location for long afternoon lunches. 
You can watch people windsurfing from 
the Cape Taso and Guincho beaches, 
where stiff breezes off the Atlantic are 
the norm. 

If you like history, visit the summer 
residence of the kings of Portugal at 
Sintra, less than 20 miles northwest of 
Lisbon. When the poet Lord Byron stayed 
there in 1809, he could not resist writing 
a letter home to his mother, calling Sintra 
"perhaps in every aspect the most de
lightful of Europe ... [with] palaces and 
gardens rising in the midst of rocks, cata
racts, and precipices ... it unites in itself 
all the wildness of the Western Highlands 
with the verdure of the South of France 
.... " Byron's description of Sintra' s ro
mantic appeal remains true today. 

Defining the Portuguese character is 
somewhat more difficult, but the charm 
of the Portuguese is one of the more 
compelling reasons for a visit. And, 
equally compelling, is their palpable sense 
of honesty: If someone gives you his or 
her word, it remains so; the restaurant 
tab is accurate; and if your cab driver tells 
you he'll wait for you, he does (more on 
the cab driver later.) 

Another attraction is the real dollar 
value of the trip. The Portuguese escudo 
is still devalued and therefore hotel ac
commodations and food are surprisingly 
inexpensive by European standards, even 
with a weakening U.S. dollar. 

For those who can venture out beyond 
Lisbon on one-day trips, there remains 
the discovery of the other Portugal. 
There is the Algarve, with its long, sandy 
beaches and rocky curves. Like parts of 
Spain, the area has suffered from over
development and the crush of thousands 



of tourists during the summer months. 
But the Algarve still holds a special appeal 
in the fall and winter months when the 
area reverts to a near-original state of 
being at peace with itself. 

Of the small coastal towns, Portimao 
and Lagos are two of my favorites. In 
early morning and late afternoon, the 
towns take on a special character when 
the sunlight is soft. They are great places 
for long walks in the crisp winter air, 
which are usually followed by naps of 
legendary intensity. Old men sip drinks 
and play cards or chess, and children and 
dogs run and play freely. 

Then there are the Portuguese islands, 
the forgotten destinations that are the 
real travel finds. The island of Madeira, 
350 miles off the coast of North Mrica, 
gives you the immediate feeling that you 
are special, simply because you are there, 
drinking late-morning coffee at the 
Apolo Cafe in the center of town, or 
having afternoon tea overlooking the bay 
of Funchal from the patio at Reid's Ho
tel. Madeira is one of those places that 
forces you to confront (or in some cases 
begin to develop) your own sense of his
tory. In its beauty and tranquillity, it cre
ates an environment for much-needed 
personal reflection. 

The same can be said for Portugal's 
other isolated islands, the Azores, a nine
island chain located 800 miles west of 
Portugal. The islands are extravagantly 
green and often windy, always offering 
the dreams your imagination sometimes 
requires. The islands are distinctly un
crowded, hospitable places where the 
concept of family remains refreshingly 
strong. The food-especially the sea
food-is incredible, and the beaches are 
still the way they were when first discov
ered by the Carthaginians. The streets 
are cobbled, the villages tidy, and the 
traffic almost nonexistent. (The top hotel 
rooms rent for $45 per night; an expen
sive bottle of wine will run you $5). 

Now, back to the honesty of Portu
guese cab drivers. On a recent trip along 
the Portuguese coast by ship, I sailed 
from Madeira to Portimao, in the Al
garve. Once in port, I hailed a taxi to drive 
me to Lagos for the afternoon. The driver 
waited for me at every stop for sightsee
ing or shopping. When we returned to the 
ship three hours later, he told me what I 
owed him. Since I only had U.S. dollars, I 
made a quick exchange calculation and 
gave him $10. "Is that enough?" I asked. 
"If you say that's the exchange rate," he 
smiled, "then that's O.K. with me." We 
shook hands, and he was off. But, as the 

ship was preparing to leave five minutes 
later, I suddenly realized that I had under
paid him. I ran down, hailed another cab, 
told the driver my predicament, and de
scribed my driver from the afternoon. Did 
he know him? 

"Yes," he said, "there are not that 
many cab drivers in Portimao." I gave the 
man another $10 bill and asked that he 
give it to my driver, with my apologies 
and thanks. 

"You what?" my friends exclaimed, 
laughing when I told them the story of 
giving the extra money to the second taxi 
driver. "You really think that other driver 
will see the money?" 

Just then, as the ship was leaving, the 
second taxi driver pulled up. "Yes," he 
smiled, "I gave it to him, and he says to 
thank you very much." As the ship moved 
slowly out to sea, I saw a cab racing down 
to the end of the pier. He drove parallel to 
the ship and, just as we cleared the last 
dock, the driver stopped his cab and got 
out of it. It was my driver. He took off his 
hat, bowed, and waved. E 

PeterS. Greenberg, who appears frequenly on Good 
Morning America, is a syndicated travel writer in 
California. His article "Luxembourg: The Undis
covered Jewel" appeared in Europe's September 
1990 issue. 

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS 
CONVERSIONS 

Make Your Videotape 
Viewable Worldwide 

We reproduce your American standard NTSC 
videotape in foreign standards, PAL and SECAM, 
so your program can be played on equipment 
anywhere in the world . We also convert programs 
recorded in foreign standards to NTSC for clear 
viewing in the USA and Canada. 

CALL 

1-800-323-0281 
For Details 
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LIFESTYLE 

The Sport is no Longer a Mere 

Curiosity 

Making a Pitch 
for Baseball 

NE OF THE MORE GLARING MISNOMERS OF 
professional sports goes on display in the United 
States every October, when two teams meet in the 
baseball championship games known as the World 

Series. In fact, since the first series was held in 
1903 between the Boston Red Sox and the Pittsburgh Pirates, 
the "world" in question has been that of the United States 
exclusively, with the only possible extensions being to the 
Canadian cities of Montreal and Toronto. 

Europeans in Baseball 

Since the first National League game between Boston and Philadelphia on April 22, 
1876, some 200 European-born players have worn major league uniforms. Many of 
them, including Hall of Fame catcher Roger Bresnahan, were late 19th-century 
immigrants from Ireland. More recently, a score of others, including Craig Lefferts of 
the San Diego Padres and Steve J altz of the Kansas City Royals, were born to American 
families on military bases. Among contemporary players, the most successful by far has 
been California Angels pitcher Bert Blyleven, a native of the Netherlands who figures to 
be a strong Hall of Fame candidate following his retirement. Blyleven would be the 
clear pitching choice on an all-star Continental team that might also include: 

1B - Johnny Reder, Poland 
2B- Joe Strauss, Hungary 
SS- Willie Kuehne, Germany 
3B - Reno Bertoia, Italy 
OF- Elmer Valo, Czechoslovakia 
0 F -Jake Gettman, Czarist Russia 
OF - Olaf Hendriksen, Denmark 
C - Art J orgens, Norway 
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A team made up exclusively of natives of 
the British Isles would have: 

1B - Ed Cogswell, England 
2B - Dick Higham, England 
SS - Andy Leonard, Ireland 
3B -Jimmy Austin, Wales 
OF - Bobby Thomson, Scotland 
OF- High Nicol, Scotland 
OF -Jack Doyle, Ireland 
C - Roger Bresnahan, Ireland 
P - Tony Mullane, Ireland 

-Don Dewey 

DoN DEWEY 

But now, according to some baseball 
authorities, the groundwork is finally be
ing laid for the establishment of baseball 
as a truly international game. They point 
out that the designation of baseball as a 
medal-earning competition for the 1992 
Olympics in Barcelona, and a previously 
undetected fervor for the sport in many 
Eastern European countries, are contrib
uting to this trend. 

Europeans are the first to admit that 
baseball on the Continent is at an embry
onic stage, except, possibly, for Italy, the 
Netherlands, and Belgium, which boast 
national leagues superior to the playing 
level of semiprofessional American 
teams. More typical is Great Britain, 
where more than 50 regional divisions 
play on weekends in an atmosphere and 
with a skill reminiscent of U.S. beer 
leagues. 

But this said, there is little doubt that 
the game of balls and strikes has begun to 
pique Europe's interest in a serious com
mercial way. No longer is the sport re
garded merely as a curiosity indulged in 
by American soldiers on NATO military 
bases, or by U.S. Embassy staff members 
in London's Hyde Park. 

For some years now, England has been 
picking up the telecasts of the Game of 
the Week, the championship playoffs, and 
the World Series for an audience that it 
clearly envisions as larger than North 
American expatriate colonies. Satellites 
have also begun relaying American 
games more regularly to the Continent. 
The Anheuser-Busch beer company, 
which has become synonymous with 
American baseball coverage, has put up 
money for equipment in England and sev
eral other countries, and has also become 
a promotional force. 

Not to be outdone, Major League Base
ball itself has seen to it that Paris souve-



nir stands stock Mets caps along with 
miniature Eiffel Towers, and that Rome 
kiosks are furnished with the insignias of 
the Detroit Tigers and Chicago Cubs 
along with the bronzed wolves of the 
Capitoline. 

As for the development of the Euro
pean game, the consensus so far has been 
to eschew the quick-fix tactics adopted by 
U.S. soccer promoters some years ago in 
importing fading stars, and to bring along 
young talent. To this end, the Belgian 
Baseball Federation has shipped a few of 
its best players to train with the Univer
sity of Alabama team every year, while 
Spain, Italy, and Poland have brought in 
American managers and coaches. 

Some skeptics believe this emphasis 
will last only as long as European play 
remains on a level equivalent to U.S. 
colleges. They further argue that, as in 
the case of basketball, players with some 
residual name value will hop over to the 
Continent as soon as they can convince 
themselves that they will not be embar
rassing reputations built up in the major 
leagues and once big money offers are 
forthcoming. The role of television and 
companies like Anheuser-Busch in the 
European game would certainly point to 
such an eventuality. 

Another problem for fledgling Euro
pean baseball is the possible siphoning off 
of European talent to U.S. teams. An 
example of this is 23-year-old Pedro 
Vallerzco, a pitcher from Barcelona, who 
became the first Spaniard to join an 
American team after being signed to a 
minor league contract by the Texas 
Rangers. Some Spanish sportswriters 
celebrated this signing as an indication of 
how far baseball had come in the country, 
but others worried aloud that American 
interests saw Europe as little more than a 
new incubator for the major leagues. 

Baseball has been known to Europeans 
for more than a century. In 1889, for 
example, Albert Goodwill Spalding, a pio
neer who blended the personalities of a 
zealous missionary and a hustling sales
man, concluded a barnstorming trip with 
exhibition games in France, Italy, Eng
land, Scotland, and Ireland. Making it 
clear that he regarded baseball as the 
next best thing to godliness and cleanli
ness, Spalding was appalled that French 
authorities would not permit him to stage 
his contests in the gardens of Versailles, 
and that the Italians proved equally stub
born about fixing up the Colosseum for a 
couple of games. When he was also re
buffed in an attempt to play in the Vatican 
gardens, Spalding decided that the Conti-

nent was not ready for baseball. (He re
fused to change his mind even when some 
behind-the-scenes diplomacy succeeded 
in getting the King of Italy to attend an 
exhibition game in the Villa Borghese.) 

On the other hand, Spalding, whose 
name later became synonymous with one 
of the world's first sporting goods compa
nies, was pleased with his reception in the 
British Isles. ·Records indicate, however, 
that Spalding and his teams were more 
successful off the field than on it. While 
the Americans were warmly received 
wherever they went, even holding a 
meeting with the Prince of Wales and 
earning special acknowledgement from 
Parliament, they failed to convince the 
public at large that baseball had more to 
offer than cricket. One sportswriter of 
the time sniped that the American game 
was as welcome in Britain as "a nursery 
frolic in the House of Commons." 

The most important force for keeping 
baseball alive on the Continent was the 
American military, particularly after the 
two world wars, when camp games were 
opened to the public in Britain, France, 
Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, and 
Austria. Barnstorming tours by American 
and Canadian army teams in England and 

Scotland after World War I drew up to 
40,000 spectators. And while baseball 
never became a national sport anywhere 
in Europe, it scored more than a few 
propaganda points by being deliberately 
organized in such places as the Nurem
berg stadium where Hitler had once 
whipped up Nazi passions. 

Baseball promoters expect the Barce
lona Olympics to give the sport a boost, 
especially in Europe. A little less predict
able is whether the recently publicized 
ardor for the game in the eastern half of 
the Continent will reflect a true grass
roots interest in the game or just a pass
ing frenzy for all things American. Work
ing on the former assumption, the U.S. 
baseball commissioner's office has al
ready singled out the Soviet Union as one 
country where baseball should grow rap
idly. Considering the almost primitive 
level of play in the Soviet Union at 
present, this might seem a hazardous 
forecast. But then again, it wasn't too 
long ago that the same thing could have 
been said of Soviet basketball. E 

Donald Dewey is a freelance writer based in New 
York, who writes for Europe on sports and enter
tainment. 
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Energy from the Atlantic to 
the Urals 

AMSTERDAM-E.C. member 
states have reacted "very posi
tively" to a Dutch proposal to 
create a European energy com
munity within the next five 
years that would include the So
viet Union, European Free 
Trade Association nations, and 
Eastern bloc countries. 

Dutch Prime Minister Ruud 
Lubbers tabled this proposal at 
the E.C. summit in Dublin at 
the end of june. It recommends 
technical aid to improve the So
viet oil and gas industry as a 
way to help Eastern European 
democracies that will have to 
pay hard currency for imports 
in the coming years. The idea 
underlying the proposal is that 
the West would help the Soviet 
Union technologically in return 
for a Soviet contribution to the 
West's future energy penury. In 
that way, dependence on Arab 
oil could be reduced in favor of 
environmentally cleaner natural 
gas from Western Europe and 
the Soviet Union. 

Lubbers said that the E.C. 
Commission would now work on 
the Dutch proposal. He called 
the plan for such an organiza
tion a "concrete way of pan-Eu
ropean cooperation" that will 
foster long-term economic and 
political ties between Eastern 
and Western Europe. 

Demand for natural gas in 
Eastern and Western Europe is 
expected to grow from 400 bil
lion cubic meters to 500 billion 
cubic meters annually. At 
present, growing Norwegian 
deliveries already complement 
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Dutch gas production. Dutch 
gas reserves total 2,200 billion 

. cubic meters, and larger Nor-
: wegian production will be 
: boosted by reserves in the Arc
: tic. Its exploitation will, how-
: ever, be very costly. The Soviet 
: Union, meanwhile, has already 

of energy with the Soviet 
Union. The Dutch Gas Union 
hopes that its 40-year experi
ence in exploration, production, 
and transportation of natural 
gas can contribute handsomely 
in such projects in Eastern Eu
rope. 
-NELSLIS 

graphology-handwriting analy
sis. According to a 1988 study 
of 425 French corporations, 85 
percent use graphology in their 
recruitment process. Alexandre 
Tic, who directs one of 

: France's largest and most rep
: utable recruitment agencies, 

says that, in France, graphol-
: ogy is considered "almost a sci

become the largest supplier of 
natural gas to West Germany 
and Italy. ------------ : ence." He himself swears by it. 

With the unstable situation in 
: the Middle East, Lubbers ar-
: gues that, with funds from the 
: European Bank for Reconstruc
: tion and Development, and with 
: Western technology, the gas 
: fields in the European and 
: Asian regions of the Soviet 
: Union should be developed. 
: In that vein, two Dutch com-
: panies, Royal Dutch Shell and 
: the Dutch Gas Union, have al-
: ready announced their intention 
: to play an important part in 
: Eastern Europe. Shell is already 
: active in Central and Eastern 
: Europe, and is currently negoti
: ating a commercial agreement 
: for exploration and exploitation 

Divining Executive Talents 

PARIS-It is enough to make 
Descartes roll over in his grave. 
The French business world, a 
supposed bastion of clear-

: headed logic and rational think
: ing, is being infiltrated by mys
: ticism and magic. Executives 
: who have traditionally been re
: cruited on the basis of their 
: educational background and 
: professional track record, are 
: now often being picked with the 
: help of handwriting samples, 
: horoscopes, and other even 
: more wondrous methods. 
. Heading the hit -parade of es-
: oteric selection techniques is 
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: An aspiring young marketing 
: and sales director he inter-
: viewed recently looked like just 
: the man for the job, until his 
: handwriting was scrutinized. 

"My graphologist told me: 
'Look! he wants to go too fast,' 
so I told my client to be very 
cautious concerning this gentle
man." 

Other applicants may find 
themselves hired-or not
simply because they are a Tau-

: rus or a Virgo. Daniele Rousseu 
· has built up a thriving astrologi

cal consulting service called Les 
Gemeaux (Gemini) that advises 
corporate clients on how to cre
ate productive and harmonious 
management teams through a 

: judicious mixture of earth, air, 
: fire, and water signs. 
: Divinitel, a five-year-old 
: parapsychological organization 

that deals in everything from 
: clairvoyance and seances to 
: Tarot card reading and black 
: magic, also uses astrology for 
: recruitment purposes. In an at

mosphere heavy with incense 
and dim with blue lighting, its 
head consultant, Eric Wolinski, 
looks deep into visitor's eyes 
and explains that the star charts 
of job candidates, teamed with 
a numerological analysis of their 
names and birth dates, can re-



veal the past, present, and fu
ture." Wolinski claims that 
Divinitel hands out advice of 
this kind to as many as 60 
French companies and that 
business is so good that 
Divinitel will be quoted on the 
second market of the Paris 
Stock Exchange within the next 
six months. 

French companies that use 
services like Divinitel are un
derstandably reluctant to admit 
the kind of hocus-pocus to 
which they resort in their 
search for the perfect execu
tive. But Caroline Brun, a 
French business journalist, man
aged to penetrate the smooth 
fa9<1de of French big business in 
her book L 1rrationnel dans 
l'Entreprise ("The Irrational in 
Business"). She cites an as
tounding number of case histor
ies in which company directors 
behave more like guests at the 
Mad Hatter's tea party than lu
cid industry leaders. 

There is Ambroise Roug, for 
example, one of France's most 
successful and respected busi
ness tycoons, who set up a 
''laboratory'' of parapsychology 
inside his firm, La Compagnie 
Generale d'Electricite. Then 
there is Michel Giffard, who 
was fired as personnel director 
of Bull France after openly ad
mitting that he used Tarot 
cards to hire new staff. 

For hapless job applicants, 
the selection process is turning 
into an uncharted voyage into 
the Beyond. Outside the famil
iar territory of curriculum vi
tae, interviews, and tests, any
thing may lie in wait. The lines 
on their hands (chirology), their 
blood group (hemato-psychol
ogy), the setting of their eyes 
(morphy-psychology); any of a 
plethora of "-ologies" could be 
used to weed them out from 
other hopefuls. 

From the list of magical re
cruitment methods just one 
simple and time-honored tech
nique is missing. It consists of 
taking a coin and ... flipping it. 
-ESTER LAUSHWAY 

: Where are the Politicians 
Now? 

LONDON-It used to be said 
that old soldiers never die, but 
simply fade away. If you ever 
wondered what happened to old 
politicians, the answer-in Brit
ain at any rate-is that they go 
to the boardroom. 

Whether they retire grace
fully, or are pushed off the front 
bench, those politicians who 
have achieved cabinet rank find 
that, out in the political cold, a 
warm seat awaits them as non
executive directors on the 
country's leading company 
boards. The roll call of distin
guished politicians now gracing 
the boards includes former 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Nigel Lawson, former Foreign 
Secretary Lord Carrington, and 

: former Conservative Party 
: Chairman Norman Tebbit. 

In return for lending their 
: name, reputation, prestige, and 
: contacts to the company, they 
: are only required to attend a 
: board meeting once a month 
: and perhaps to sit on one com
: mittee. For this they can pick 
: up an average of $30,000 a 
: year. The package might also 
: be sweetened with a company 
: car and driver, and/or an office 
: and a secretary. Some ex-cabi
: net ministers hold as many as 
: five non-executive director-
: ships, which certainly must pro
: vide a soothing balm to the 
: sting of losing power, and be 
: especially welcome for gentle
: men in that awkward age be-
: tween 50 and 60 when new jobs 
: and new careers are hard to 
:come by. 
· Some ex-politicians do much 
: better than that. Lawson is paid 
: close to $200,000 a year by 
: Barclays Bank, plus another 
: $80,000 from Guinness Peat 
: Aviation, the Irish-based air-
: craft leasing company. Tebbit is 
: non-executive director of Brit-
: ish Telecom, Sears, and JCB Ex
: cavators, as well as being an ad
: viser to the chairman of British 

: Former British ministers Norman Tebbit, lord Carrington, and Nigel lawson 
: grace major company boards. 

Aerospace. In addition to all 
that, he has a weekly television 
program and writes newspaper 
articles. 

The idea of politicians para
chuting directly from cabinet 
post to boardroom chair does 
not please everyone. David 
Winnick, a Labor Party Mem
ber of Parliament, tried to win 
support in the House of Com
mons for a bill aimed at pre
venting cabinet ministers from 
taking directorships within five 
years of leaving office in any 
company for which they had de
partmental responsibility. His 
gesture was dismissed as tilting 
at windmills, but, nonetheless, 
there continues to be some con
cern about the propriety and 
morality of ex-ministers taking 

: jobs in industries for which they 
previously had government 
responsibility. 

Not all former top politicians 
restrict themselves to non-ex
ecutive roles in companies. The 
new chairman of Cable & Wire-

. less is Lord David Young, for-
: mer Trade and Industry Secre
: tary. His salary is about 
: $800,000 a year. Sir John Nott, 
: Defense Secretary at the time 
: of the Falklands War, served as 
: chairman of the merchant bank 
: Lazard Freres between 1985-
: 89, where his salary is reputed 
: to have reached close to $2 mil
: lion at current exchange rates. 
· On appointment to a cabinet 

post, ministers have to divest 
themselves of directorships, in
vestments have to be handled 
by independent advisers, and 
shares or holdings in areas for 
which the minister has respon-

. sibility have to be disposed of. 
: Lawson said that serving as a 

: cabinet minister for 10 years 
: meant a massive loss of poten-
: tial earnings, which perhaps ex
: plains why he dismissed the 
: idea of imposing a cooling-off 
: period between cabinet table 
: and boardroom as "sanctimo
: nious humbug." 
: -DAVID LENNON 

Plagued Pork 

BRUSSELS-Europe has been 
busy combating Britain's ''mad 
cow" disease and the fear of an 
epidemic all over the European 
Community. Now another ani
mal sickness is also threatening 
Europe's herds. Known as pork 
plague, the disease started last 
February at a little farm in 
Flanders, Belgium's Dutch
speaking northern region and 
the country's main pig pro
ducer. At the time, the plague 
received little notice. But by 
summer it had become a na
tional disaster. 

More than one million pigs 
have been electrocuted in a 
desperate effort to halt the 
spread of the disease. Knowing 
that the plague was extremely 
contagious (for pigs, not 
humans), Belgian Agriculture 
Ministry officials established a 
two-mile protective zone 
around each disease-infested 
farm. Police and sanitation offi
cials patrolled the area to pre
vent any vehicles from leaving 
the farms. 

Nevertheless, the plague 
continued to spread, forcing 
quarantine measures on more 

. than 100 farms in Flanders. By 
: July, the first pig-breeding site 
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in Wallonia, the French-speak
ing southern half of Belgium, 
was affected. 

One reason for the rapid 
spread is that pig breeding is 
highly concentrated in certain 
rural areas of Flanders. In fact, 
95 percent of all Belgian pig 
production rests in the hands of 
Flemish breeders. But, aside 
from overcrowding in stock 
pens, there was another ex
planation, as E.C. specialists 
later discovered. 

Some traders apparently con
tinued driving from one pig
raising area to another with 
trucks that had previously 
transported infected animals. 
They had inadvertently been 
granted permits by regional au
thorities to shuttle between 
safe and infected areas. As a 
result, infections needlessly 
broke into new territory. 

The E.C. asked Belgium to 
strengthen its quarantine 
around the infected areas. To
gether with the Belgian Gov
ernment and the Belgian Pig 
Breeders' Association, the E.C. 
paid $5 million a week to com
pensate farmers for losses in
curred, while its experts moni
tored all cases to prevent 
spread outside Belgium. 

By August, the disease was 
still expanding-but at a more 
moderate pace. The E.C. de
cided to ease its sanctions, and 
authorized exports of Belgian 
pork from safe areas. French 
producers condemned the deci
sion, calling it "premature" and 
"risky." For Belgian farmers it 
was the first sign of relief in a 
seven-month battle against an 
economically devastating 
plague. 
-CHRISTOPHE LAMFALUSSY 

: high on the agenda, and partly 
: because a political majority has 
: protected with great consis-
: tency the privileges of the few 
: state-owned, or state-con-
: trolled, corporations. 

Now there is change in the 
: air, quite literally speaking. 
: With Sweden's Social Demo-
: cratic Government planning to 
: reduce its dominant position in 

the Swedish part-ownership of 
: Scandinavian Airlines (SAS), 
: (which is operated by the Gov
: ernments of Sweden, Denmark, 
: and Norway), the Danish Con-
: servative-Liberal Government 
: is under pressure to do the 
: same. jan Carlzon, the dynamic 
: Chief Executive Officer of SAS, 
: is adding even more weight to 
: this proposal. He insists that 
: turning SAS into a predomi-
: nantly private company will 
: ease his access to the interna
: tiona! financial markets and 
: make SAS more competitive. 

Buying Frank Lorenzo out of 
: Continental Airlines not only 
: strengthened SAS in the U.S. 
: and trans-Atlantic markets, but 
: also gave Carlzon far greater 
: political clout in Scandinavia: 
: Lorenzo was public enemy 
: number one of the Scandinavian 
: union members who sit on the 
: SAS board and who also have 
: strong political influence in the 
: national Scandinavian parlia-
: ments, where the future of SAS 
: will eventually be decided. 
· Deregulation of E. C. skies is 
: proceeding so slowly that most 
: observers do not see it as a 
: short-term threat to the ex-
: tremely lucrative SAS routes in 
: Western Europe. But there is 
: no doubt that SAS, like all other 
: major European carriers, is pre
: paring for a free-for-all on the 

scale of what happened in the 
: United States in the 1980s. 

------------ : Preparing and implementing 
Change in the Air 

COPENHAGEN-Denmark 
has never been in the vanguard 
of E. C. nations in terms of pri
vatization. This is partly be
cause public ownership of Dan
ish industry has never been 
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: such a strategy with three gov
: ernments as dominant owners, 
: and shareholders in three coun-

tries, is not easy. 
Sweden owns three-sevenths 

of SAS, Denmark and Norway 
each two-sevenths. Norway's 
support of the Swedish move al-

: Scandinavian Airlines is considering privatizing part of its operations. 

: ready assures a majority. Al-
: though Denmark could legally 
: veto any major change in the 
: ownership structure, the Danish 
: Minister of Finance, Henning 
: Dyremose, has, not unsurpris-
: ingly, declared that the Danish 
: Government intends to follow 
: the Swedish lead. The Danish 
: Government owns half of all the 
: Danish shares outright; the 
: Bank of Denmark, the national 
: bank, owns another 6 percent. 
: A sale of these assets would 
: make an appreciable and happy 
: dent in the expected Danish 
: central government deficit, pro
: jected to be close to $3 billion 
: in 1991. 

Discussion of ownership of 
: Copenhagen Airport, the major 
: SAS hub, is also picking up. The 
: Danish Government and the op
: position parties have agreed to 
: sell 25 percent of the airport to 
: private -investors next year, 
: which, say airline insiders, is 
: much too little. If Copenhagen 
: is to compete with Berlin, 30 
: minutes' flying time away, and 
: with already established air-
: ports in the former West and 
: East Berlin, Copenhagen will 
: need a much more aggressive, 
: private-sector approach. 
. -LEIF BECK FALLESEN 

: regions in the Republic south of 
: the border. 
. The Fund was set up to be 
: an economic boost to the Anglo
: Irish Agreement signed be-
: tween Ireland and Britain in 
: November 1985. Through its 
: foreign aid budget, the United 
: States has so far provided 
: about 80 percent of the $166 
: million spent by the Fund. 

IFI' s link to the Agreement 
: has made it a target of the out
: lawed Irish Republican Army, 
: its political wing Sinn Fein, and 
: their U.S. friends. Their criti-
: cisms of some of the 1,520 
: projects have caused problems 
: for the Fund's supporters in the 
: U.S. Congress, who are mostly 
: in the influential Friends of Ire
: land Group. 

On the face of it, it is unusual 
: for two comparatively well-off 
: countries such as Britain and 
: Ireland, both in the E.C., tore
: ceive economic help under the 
: U.S. foreign aid budget. In 
: 1986, however, the then U.S. 
: Administration and Congress 
: agreed to give $120 million 
: over three years to get the 
: Fund off the ground as a con
: crete sign of U.S. support for 
: the Agreement, which was sup
: posed to bring about peace and 
: stability in Northern Ireland. 

About 70 percent of IFI funds 
----------- : go to predominantly Catholic 
U.S. Aid Under Fire : disadvantaged areas. The 

: strongest criticisms against IFI 
DUBLIN-For the past five : allocations have come from 
years, the International Fund : Sinn Fein and its supporters, 
for Ireland (IFI) has helped to : who have highlighted the aid 
bring new life and hope to some : given to tourism projects. 
of the most depressed and de- .: These criticisms have embar-
prived areas in Northern Ire- : rassed IFI supporters in Con-
land as well as to the adjoining : gress, even though one of IFI' s 



stated aims is to stimulate job- : 33 percent, and other financial : the Office for the Protection of to use them as blackmail later. 
creating private investment by : incentives will be offered, par- : the Constitution in Cologne, Some East German careers 
providing "seed" money for lo- : ticularly for companies invest- : says the Stasi was a state came to an abrupt end when it 
cal enterprises that need cash : ing in ecologically sound : within a state: "It gave itself was disclosed that they had 
to expand. : projects. contracts, it awarded itself le- collaborated with the Stasi: 

For the past two years, the For private individuals, the gitimacy, it was an uncontrolled Wolfgang Schnur, Chairman of 
Irish and British Governments : tax base will rise, so that the central control point outside the the Democratic Awakening 
and the Friends of Ireland : first $7,000 will be considered reach of laws." It saw itself as Party, had to resign when Stasi 
Group have had to lobby tax free-as opposed to the the "sword and shield" of the files revealed that he had been 
strongly in Washington to en- current level of $5,000. Communist Party. a police informer. Ibrahim 
sure continued U.S. aid for the New measures will also be Since December 1989, the Bohme, Chairman of the East 
Fund. Mter a long delay, the IFI introduced to ensure that mar- Stasi archives have been under German Social Democratic 
now also gets E.C. aid and sym- ried couples receive identical the control of a 200-member Party, although denying the 
bolic funding from Canada and tax treatment as unmarried committee that is desperately charges, stepped down last 
New Zealand, but there is still couples who are living together, trying to plough its way April because of accusations 
some skepticism among mem- who previously could claim through the masses of dossiers, that he had been a Stasi collab-
bers of the Congressional greater tax advantages. The documents, protocols, photo- orator. Even Prime Minister 
appropriations committees amount a married woman can graphs, and videotapes of some Lothar de Maiziere was ac-
about the need for U.S. involve- earn before it becomes taxable six million citizens from both cused of collaboration, but he 
ment at all. will also be raised to $5,000 Germanys. Stasi informers firmly and convincingly rejected 

However, the U.S. Govern- per annum. wanted to know everything these charges, saying that his 
ment' s Agency for International A variety of other measures, about their victims from the contacts with the Ministry of 
Development (USAID) has including child allowance and most intimate to the most ba- State security never went fur-
praised the Fund for its "nota- mortgage relief, means that the nal. In Leipzig alone, their files, ther than was necessary in his 
ble achievements in the areas average Luxembourg worker if arranged side by side, would work as a defense lawyer. 
of job creation, leverage of pri- will have to pay out around cover a distance of six kilome- Of the 85,000 Stasi members 
vate investment and reconcilia- $1,500 less on his or her tax ters. who unexpectedly found them-
tion," and feels that the Fund is bill in 1991. The German press reports selves out of work, many were 
"effectively addressing the -DENISE CLAVELOUX almost daily on new revelations transferred to the Volkspolizei, 
needs of both Communities in of monstrous Stasi activities: It or People's Police. Other got 
Northern Ireland." Since it was had extensive contacts with ter- : jobs as teachers or found em-
founded, the Fund has helped to rorist organizations, and shel- ployment in universities, local 
generate over 8,000 permanent Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Stasi tered eight fugitive West Ger- administrations, and hotels. 
jobs in Northern Ireland, 4,000 man terrorists of the Red Army So far, only the 82-year-old 
in the past year, and 2,000 in BONN-A united Germany Faction. Plans to intern thou- former Stasi chief Erich Mielke 
West Belfast alone. : will need years, if not decades, sands of Communist dissidents has been jailed. Earlier this 
-JOE CARROLL to cope with the Stasi heritage have also been uncovered. For- year, he was arrested for cor-

of the former German Demo- mer Stasi agents have further ruption, embezzlement, and 
cratic Republic (GDR). Stasi is revealed that prominent defec- abuse of power but was freed 
an acronym for Staatssicher- tors to the West were killed in on health grounds. He was re-

Tax Breaks heitsdienst, or State Secret traffic accidents or were poi- arrested last July, however, 
: Service. In East Germany, with so ned. when the investigation was 

LUXEMBOURG-While gov- : a population of under 16.5 mil- In a cloak-and-dagger opera- broadened to include East Ger-
ernments everywhere are : lion, 85,000 Stasi officers were tion, many important files have many's obstruction of justice in 
thinking up devious new ways : responsible for state security. been removed and handed over providing refuge to West Ger-
of raising taxes, the Luxem- : On top of that, it has been ad- to the KGB. West German man terrorists on the run and 
bourg Government has just an- : mitted that another 550,000 agents have discovered that planning internment camps for 
nounced radical measures to : worked for the Stasi on an in- some former Stasi members dissidents. 
slash the tax bill by $400 mil- : formal basis. have been trying to get em- West German Interior Minis-
lion effective January 1991. The Stasi was modeled on ployment with the KGB and, as ter Wolfgang Schauble is con-

According to the Govern- : the Soviet KGB. Some 33,000 an "entry fee," have taken in- sidering a general amnesty for 
ment, which proposed the : people worked at its headquar- criminating files with them. former Stasi officers, excluding 
scheme right before the sum- : ters in East Berlin, which Other former Stasis are ac- only secret police staff found 
mer vacation, private house- : grouped all activities under one tively passing incriminating rna- guilty of capital crimes. His 
holds will benefit most from the : roof: secret police, foreign intel- terial to the press-for a price. East German counterpart, Pe-
tax reductions, with some sav- : ligence service, counterintelli- A former high-ranking Stasi of- ter Michael Diestel, advocates a 
ings being passed on to compa- : gence, and some 20,000 troops ficer told a news agency that quick destruction of Stasi files 
nies. : for rounding up suspects. About many Stasi officers had clandes- because, he argues, they could 

Corporate taxes, for exam- : 5,000 to 6,000 agents spied in tinely removed files on German be misused. These suggestions 
pie, will be reduced from their : West Germany alone. politicians, industry bosses, and have triggered understandable 
current level of 34 percent to Gerhard Boeden, president of other public fugures intending outrage in East Germany, 
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where the wounds inflicted by 
40 years of communist rule are 
still very fresh for many people. 
Others fear that, if East Ger
mans do not come to terms 
with the Stasi past, it will 
weigh heavily on a united Ger
many. West Germany went 
through a similar experience 
when it swept the Nazi past un
der the carpet. 

The East German Parliament 
decided on August 24 to keep 
the Stasi files in special ar
chives and inaccessible to the 
general public. Only Stasi vic
tims would receive information 
for their restitution claims. 
-WANDA MENKE-GLUCKERT 

Banking on the Family 

ROME-Italy will never cease 
to amaze. The constant slowing 
down caused by strikes and 
union agitation hides a funda
mental agreement among op
posing sides, which is based 
upon a strong sense of family. 
One can argue about everything 
but sacred is the salary that 
maintains the family, even that 
of one's enemy. 

A recent news item has offi
cially confirmed this intrinsically 
Italian philosophy. 

It concerns an announcement 
from the Banco di Napoli, one 
of the country's leading credit 
institutions. Its underlying mo
tive was that of parents' legiti
mate concerns about their chil
dren's economic futures. The 
Banco di Napoli now has finally 
found the most simple solution: 
Employees who have accrued 
the minimum number of years 
necessary to receive retirement 
benefits (which, in Italy, are 
paid through the state) are en
couraged to retire ... and to 
leave their jobs to their chil
dren. In this way, workers who 
are as young as 40 and who 
have worked the minimum 
number of years required by 
law (19 years and six months) 
achieve a double objective: 
They free themselves from the 
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. "9 to 5 slavery" and ensure a 
: job for their own children. 

Obviously, the bank stands to 
gain as well. It saves on person
nel management costs because 
the children, being younger and 
at their first place of work, cost 
less than their parents. Offi
cially, this initiative aims to 
"rejuvenate the personnel." But 
the bank, without much coy
ness, officially declared in a 
memo that it is also doing it to 
"help achieve the desire of 
many employees to hire their 
own children." 

This mechanism is proving 
successful. Two hundred young
sters have already been hired 
to replace Mommy or Daddy, 
and another 400 are confidently 
awaiting their turn. 

As always, where someone 
. gains, another loses. In this 
: case it is the National Institute 
: for Social Security, the Italian 
: state agency that pays pen-
: sions. It is almost bankrupt, and 
: must now bear the burden of 
: new pensioners. But the Banco 
: di Napoli, although one of the 
: leading so-called public law 
: banks (in essence, state-con
: trolled), could not care less. 
: -NICCOL<) D'AQUINO 

Parched, but not Panicked 

ATHENS-Like other Medi
terranean countries, Greece has 
suffered a two-year drought de
scribed as the worst for at least 
a century. 

Now there is an imminent 
. threat to urban water supplies. 
: According to Athens' water 
: authority's daily bulletin, there
: serves available for the city will 
: last only until December 3. But 
: officials insist that, although the 
: situation is critical, they do not 
: foresee the taps simply drying 
:up. 

With 3.5 million people-
: one-third of Greece's popula-
: tion-Athens normally needs a 
: little over one million cubic me
. ters of water a day. The capi-
: tal's needs were once met by 

Athens, above, has just experienced its driest summer in a century. 

historic Lake Marathon. Now, 
however, even when full, Mara
thon holds only enough water 
for less than a month's con
sumption. Today, Athens is sup
plied more or less equally by 
Lake Yliki, near Thebes, and 
the Mornos Dam, west of Del
phi. 

The present crisis derives 
not only from the severe 
drought but also from misman
agement of resources during 
the past decade. Lake Yliki 
loses large quantities of water 
through fissures in the rocks 
lining it, and the fuller it is the 
more it loses. Yet, because 
Mornos water is cheaper (no 
pumping is required), supplies 
have been drawn from there 
rather than from Yliki, where 
the level has therefore been al
lowed to rise, causing huge 
leakages. 

Public Works Ministry fig
ures show that, between 1983 
and 1989, while 1.85 billion cu
bic meters were taken from 
Mornos, only 540 million cubic 
meters were pumped from 
Yliki, which consequently lost a 
staggering 1.3 billion cubic me
ters. Almost half of this wasted 
water, declared the Ministry's 
Secretary-General, Antonis Pa
nayotopoulos, could have been 
saved for the benefit of Athens. 

Five years ago, Mornos and 
Yliki between them contained 
956 million cubic meters of wa-

ter-perhaps an eight-year sup
ply. By March 1990, after two 
dry winters in succession, that 
level had fallen to just 110 mil
lion cubic meters, with an extra 
"gravity tank" of 150 million in 
Yliki at levels lower than those 
previously drawn upon. Today, 
Athens is all too literally scrap
ing the bottom of the barrel. 

In April, however, the new 
Government tripled the price of 
water, administering a shock 
that, combined with an all-out 
publicity campaign in the press 
and mass media, succeeded in 
cutting consumption by around 
20 percent without hose pipe 
bans or rationing. Officials are 
pleased, but far from compla
cent. "Nothing has changed 
during the summer," said Pana
yotopoulos, "except that we 
have gained a little time." 

How, then, do they expect to 
keep the water flowing toward 
the thirsty Athenians? An inten
sive program of drillings, both 
near Yliki and in Attica itself, 
has shown promising results, 
and when this "new water" 
comes on line in December, it 
could cover as much as two
thirds of the capital's needs. 
The other one-third, officials 
say, should be met, even at the 
worst, by the winter's rainfall. 

If the rains then fail again, 
there are emergency plans to 
ferry water in giant tankers up 
the Gulf of Corinth from Lake 



PERSONALITIES 

Retirement is not yet in sight 
for veteran police agency chief 
Gerhard Boeden, 65, reputed 
to be "a fireman for tough 
cases." He should have retired 
at 60, mandatory for members 
of the police. When Boeden 
turned 60, he was a vice-presi- · 
dent of the Federal Criminal 
Office (equivalent to the FBI) 
and his service was extended 
twice by one year. In February 
t987, 21 days after his retire
ment, Boeden became president 
of the Office for the Protection 
of the Constitution. Since then, 
he has been indispensible for 
West German Interior Minister 
Wolfgang Schliuble in view of 
the upheavals in the Eastern 
bloc. He has also stepped up 
surveillance of foreign terror
ists, which paid off when a Pal
estinian group was captured 
with a bomb. In addition, his 
spy hunters. have made deep in
roads into the KGB' s spy net
work. 

PARIS 
jacques Attali, 46, who was re
cently appointed as head of the 
new London-based European 
Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development in Eastern Eu
rope (EBRD), has been special 
adviser and confidant to French 
President Franfois Mitterrand 
for the past 10 years. 

Attali does nothing by halves. 
He attended not only one, but 
four, grandes ecoles---France's 
most exclusive institutes of 
higher learning; speaks six lan
guages; is married to a former 
model; has two children; and, to 
top it all, needs {)n}y four or five 
hours' sleep a night. 

To the job of president of the 
EBRD, he may bring little bank
ing experience, but all the right 
contacts and a bulletproof ego 

(he claims to be on a first -name 
basis with 47 heads of state). 

In his latest book, he predicts 
that the economic decline of the 
United States will bring about a 
new world order. "Western Eu
rope,"· he writes, "could lay 
claim to becoming the hub of 
the world econony.'' 

ATHENS 
Greeks, as well as Cypriots, 
were quick to draw parallels be
tween Saddam Hussein's sei
zure of Kuwait and the Turkish 
invasion of Cyprus in 1974, and 
to contrast the international re
sponse to the two events. While 
Greece was pondering whether 
to participate in the multina
tional task force in the Gulf, 
Defense Minister Yannis Var
vitsiotis declared: "The inva
sion of Kuwait has points in 
common with Turkey's invasion 
of Cyprus, which the world 
community does not have the 
right· to forget." Not surpris
ingly, President George Vassil
iou of Cyprus has also drawn 
the comparison. 

Battling for the post of Mayor 
of Athens in this month's 
municipal elections are the for
mer socialist (PASOK) Culture 
Minister, Melina Mercouri, and 
another former socialist official, 
Antonis Tritsis. As PASOK's 
Environment Minister, Tritsis 
gave a new face to the tradi
tional Plaka neighborhood of 
Athens, but was expelled from 
the party after abstaining in a 
vote of confidence in the then 
Socialist Government 18 
months ago. Running now as an 
independent, he has secured the 
support of the ruling conserva
tive New Democracy party, but 
insists: "The fact of my being 
supported by New Democracy 
does not make me any less of 
an independent candidate." 

Trichonida and the mouth of : try along generational lines. 
the Evinou River near Misso- : The youth organizations of 
Ionghi, to be fed into the : most parties, including the So-
Mornos pipeline where it passes : cialists' own, have criticized the 
near the coast below Delphi. In : move. They are especially 
the last resort, concluded Pana- : miffed that more than half of 
yotopoulos, nothing is ruled : the nearly 500 sailors being 
out, from fines for excessive : sent to the Gulf are completing 
consumption through rationing : their mandatory one year of 
to a complete ban on all outdoor : military service. The mili, as it 
use of water. : is called, is known more for its 
-PETER THOMPSON : brutal hazings and fatal acci-

: dents than for its solid training. 
: . The newspapers call the de

----------- : cision "historic," but they, too, 
VigneHes from Spain 

MADRID-In the heat and 
desolation of a Madrid August, 
it is impossible to imagine a 
time when activities return to 
normal, let alone the bustling 
month of October. Here, then, 
are some vignettes: 
• A new 7-Eleven convenience 
store has just opened up around 
the corner, the fifth to spring 
up in the neighborhood in the 
two years since Southland, its 
U.S. parent company, set up op
erations in Spain. Five years 
ago, if one wanted milk after 8 
P.M. , one had to find a cow with 
insomnia. Of course, drinks and 
tapas are available all night 
long in the numerous bars .. . . 
• At the beginning of Septem
ber, the NBA Chicago Bulls' Mi
chael "Air" Jordan quite liter
ally breezed through Barcelona. 
He touched down just long 
enough to play in a Spanish bas
ketball league exhibition game. 
• The streets are torn up 
around Madrid as the city takes 
advantage of the holiday exodus 
to fix sidewalks, patch streets, 
repair broken water and gas 
pipes, and spruce up in general. 
Commuting time has been re
duced dramatically for those 
forced to remain in Madrid and 
Barcelona. Highway death tolls 
are up, however: Sixty-nine 
people died on the highways on 
one August weekend. 
• The Socialist Government's 
decision to send three warships 
to the Persian Gulf to support 
the U.S. embargo against Ku
wait has split most of the coun-

: are worried: Spain has spent 
: the last decade breaking down 
: the walls of nearly a century of 
: isolation. This leap into the 
: breach, however logical, is dis
: concerting to many Spaniards. 
: -RICHARD LORANT 
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

Germany 
Completes 
Unification 

I 

THE LAST "TWO-PLUS-FOUR" 
meeting on September 12, and 
the subsequent signing in East 
and West Germany of the 
Unification Treaty, removed 
the final hurdles for German 
unification, which took place on 
October 3. 

The whole unification 
process was achieved less than 
a year after the fall of the 
Berlin Wall. Following the 
series of "two-plus-four" 
meetings throughout this year, 
the four World War II allies 
signed their "Treaty on the 
Final Provisions Regarding 
Germany" in September. This 
treaty must now be ratified by 
the six governments concerned 
before German unity can fully 
and de facto go into effect. 

The treaty lays down the 
limits of Germany's territory 
(which will be that of the 
Federal Republic, the 
Democratic Republic, and all of 
Berlin) and reaffirms Germany's 
peaceful intentions (renouncing 
chemical, biological, and nuclear 
weapons, limiting its army to 
370,000 men, and choosing, 
once Soviet troops have 
withdrawn, the military alliance 
to which it will belong). The 
Treaty further terminates 
Allied rights in Germany, and 
returns to the country complete 
sovereignty in internal and 
external affairs. 

Although ratification of this 
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I 
: treaty will, in effect delay 
: German unity formally by 
: another month or two, October 
: 3 was a big day in the 
: unification process. On that day, 
: the five East German states 
: (Mecklenburg-Vorpommerania, 
: Brandenburg, Saxony-Anhalt, 
: Saxony, and Thuringia) joined 
: the Federal Republic. Berlin 
: became the German capital, 
: although the location of the 
: seat of parliament and 
: government has not yet been 
: decided upon. 
: With unification, East 
: Germany also adopted West 
: Germany's Basic Law and, 
: simultaneously, all E.C. laws 
: that already apply to West 
: Germany. Finally, 144 East 
: German Volkskammer repre
: sentatives will sit in the West 
: German Bundestag until 
: elections on December 2 
: produce a new all-German 
: Parliament. 

-The Week in Germany 

: EASTERN EUROPE 

~Thatcher, 
M itterrand, 
Delors Visit 
Eastern Europe 

: EASTERN EUROPE HAS 
: received a flurry of West 
: European heads of state and 
: government visitors in recent 
: weeks, all encouraging the 
: Eastern European countries' 
: goal of democracy and free
: market economies. 

British Prime Minister 
: Margaret Thatcher visited 
: Czechoslovakia and Hungary in 
: September. In her address in 
: Prague to the Czechoslovakian 
: Federal Assembly, she spoke 
: about a European Community 
: in the future that would include 
: the new Eastern European 
: democracies. Her speech was 
: enthusiastically received by her 
: audience. On her visit, 
: Thatcher also renamed a 
: Prague square after one of her 
: predecessors, Winston 
: Churchill. During her stay in 

No Sympathy 
for Oil 
Speculators : Budapest, she attended one of 
E.C. ENERGY COMMISSIONER : the sessions of the recently 
ANTONIO Cardoso e Cunha has : opened stock exchange, the 
said that the recent rises in oil : first in the former communist 
prices were not linked to supply : bloc. 
but were the result of French President Fran~ois 
speculation. "The increase in oil : Mitterrand had also addressed 
prices ... can only be explained : the Federal Assembly in 
by speculation at the expense of : Czechoslovakia just a week 
consumers. [In] reality the loss : before his British colleague, 
of oil production from Iraq and : and also inaugurated a Prague 
Kuwait has been made up by : square, this one in memory of 
higher production in other : French General Charles de 
countries .... " : Gaulle. 

: -Reuters E.C. Commission President 

: Jacques Delors made an official 
: trip to Czechoslovakia on 
: September 20, where he met 
: with Czechoslovakian President 
: Vaclav Havel. 

~ Strengthening 
·E. C.-Moscow 
Links 

: E.C. ENERGY COMMISSIONER 
: Antonio Cardoso e Cunha 
: recently visited Moscow to 
: strengthen E.C.-Soviet links in 
: the energy field. He presented 
: the Soviets with the Dutch 
: proposal for an E.C.-Soviet 
: energy network that would 
: primarily coordinate supply and 
: demand in the energy markets 
: of Eastern and Western 
:Europe. 
: In the same vein, Gianni De 
: Michelis, the Italian Foreign 
: Minister and current Chairman 
: of the E. C. Council of 
: Ministers, visited Moscow in 
: September to reveal a proposed 
: aid program to the Soviet 
: Union. The first part of the aid 
: package would be a credit of 
: possibly $5 billion to foster 
: monetary stabilization and 
: progress in the process toward 
: the convertibility of the ruble. 
: The second fund would be 
: provided as balance of 
: payments support. The third 
: part of the program would be 
: the aforementioned plan for 
: multilateral exploitation of 
; energy and other natural 
: resources. 

Finally, there is a specifically 
; Italian part to the project. This 
: contains a proposal to create a 



comparable program for Soviet 
communications in Rome, 
direct assistance to refinance 
Soviet debts to Italian 
suppliers, and a short-term 
bilateral aid with Italian 
Government guarantees to 
promote Italian exports to re
equip Soviet industry. These 
generous credit facilities reveal 
Italy's strong determination to 
maintain its place as Moscow's 
second-largest West European 
trading partner after 
Germany. -Reuters 

COMPETITION 

E.C.Enacts New 
Mergers Policy 
ACCORDING TO THE NEW E.C. 
mergers regulation, which went 
into force on September 21, 
1990, all proposed mergers 
between companies with $6.6 
billion or more aggregate 
turnover will be compelled to 
notify the E.C. Commission. 

From now on, the 
Commission will be able to 
maintain fair competition as 
Europe's industry adapts to the 
dimensions of the 1992 single 
market. Its role will be to vet 
or modify mergers that would 
damage competition in the 
E.C.'s economic area. 

The Community already had 
some powers under the Treaty 
of Rome in the field of merger 
control. These were limited, 
however, and could not be 
effected until the merger had 
been consummated. 

The new regulation 
establishes a mechanism that, 
for the first time, allows the 
Commission to examine 
mergers while they are still in 
the planning stages. It has one 
month to approve or block the 
proposed mergers. H, after this 
period, no response has been 
issued, it should be assumed 
that no conflict exists with 
competition rules. 

The Commission argues that, 
with the_ recent rapid growth of 
mergers and the. advent of 

1992, the strengthening of its 
role in this area is inevitable if 
it is to preserve fair play in the 
post-1992 single market. 

Sir Leon Brittan, the E.C. 
. Competition Commissioner, 
: affirmed that merger cases 
: would be decided strictly on 
: competition grounds. 

: ENVIRONMENT 

~ Green Light for 
~ Natural· Gas 
: ACCORDING TO E.C. 
: Commission sources, experts 
: from the member states have 
: agreed that the 197 4 
: Community law discouraging 
: the use of natural gas, in order 
: to protect the coal market, has 
: become obsolete. 

The law had been adopted 
: after the 1973 oil crisis. Its aim 
: was to foster coal consumption 
: by requiring administrative 
: authorization to use gas in 
: power stations. The assumption 
: underlying the 197 4 law that 
: natural gas would be in short 
: supply after the oil shock 
: proved unfounded. 
: Furthermore, the use of natural 
: gas as opposed to fossil fuels, 
: such as coal and oil, 
: considerably reduces carbon 
: dioxide emissions and therefore 
: assists in the struggle against 
: global warming. 
: E.C. Energy and 
: Environment Ministers are 
: expected to approve abolition of 
: the law at a meeting in late 
: October, at which they will try 
: to agree on a joint policy to 
: tackle the global warming 
; problem. -Reuters 

: FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

E.C. Expels Iraqi 
Military Attaches 

: E.C. COUNTRIES HAVE 
: expelled Iraqi military attaches 
: and restricted the movements 
: of other Iraqi diplomats in 
: response to incursions by Iraqi 

Add Luxembourg 
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European memories. 
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Cross-road of European history, 
architecture and culture. Take a couple of 
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: troops into several Western 
: Embassy buildings in Kuwait. 

Italian Foreign Minister 
: Gianni De Michelis emphasized 
: the strength of E.C. unity vis-a
: vis the Gulf Crisis: "The 
: escalation will not help Saddam 
: Hussein but, on the contrary, 
: will- strengthen our will ... ; 
: The philosophy of 'one for all 
: and all for one' is very 
: important. The decision we 
: have taken together is a very 
: strong answer." 

France has reacted strongly 
: against Iraq's violation of 
: international law by entering 
: their Embassy by force. French 
: President Fran~ois Mitterrand 
: ordered a 4,000-man force to 
: the Persian Gulf. 
. In addition, France called an 
: emergency meeting of the 
: Western European Union, the 
: only all-European defense 
: organization. The Foreign and 
: Defense Ministers present 
: stated their intentions to adopt 

"supplementary measures" to 
reinforce the stength of the 
embargo against Iraq; a 
warning to include an air traffic 
blockade along with the land 
and sea embargo against Iraq 
was issued. -Reuters 

: FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

E.C. Military 
Contrtbutions to 

~the Gulf 
: • WITHIN THE NEXT MONTH, 
: the United Kingdom will have 
; 12,000 troops committed to 
: the Gulf, along with the already 
: present squadrons of aircraft in 
; Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, and 
: Oman; surface-to-air missile 
; batteries; maritime control 
: aircraft; minesweepers, 
: frigates, tanks, and destroyers. 
; • France: Has a total of 13,000 
: troops in the Gulf. Fourteen 
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New Publisher of Magazine Named 
Peter Doyle is the new Director of Press and Public Affairs at the E.C. Commission's 
Delegation in Washington, D.C. Doyle, who has been Director of Press and Public Affairs 
at the E. C. office in New York since 1987, will also assume the role of publisher of Europe 
magazine. 

Doyle has an extensive background in journalism. Before joining the E. C. in 1975, he 
was an editor and reporter with the Irish Press, Irish Independent, and the Daily 
Express. He was also a free-lance Irish correspondent for the Chicago Tribune. 

Doyle, born in Dublin in 1942, is a graduate of University College, Dublin. His first 
assignment for the E. C. Commission was in Dublin, where he served as the Deputy Head 
of the Commission's Press and Information office. 

In 1977, Doyle was appointed Principal Administrator in Brussels with responsibility 
for publications. In this position, he founded, and was editor-in-chief of, the Community's 
biweekly magazine Euroforum, published in five languages. 

Doyle is an avid golfer who is hoping to reduce his handicap from a modest 18 while he 
is in Washington. His musical tastes range from Italian opera to American jazz, and he is a 
keen student of American history. 

Doyle and his wife Brenda, an architectural historian, have two children. 
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Our subscription has an un
conditional full refund guar
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: warships with 8,000 troops are 
: presently en route to the area. 
: • Greece: The country's most 
: advanced frigate has been sent 
: to the eastern Mediterranean. 
: • Belgium: Two minehunters 
: and a supply ship are presently 
: in the Gulf of Oman. 
: • Netherlands: Two frigates are 
: in the Gulf of Oman, and a 
: combat supply ship is expected 
: to arrive in November. 
: • Spain: One frigate is in the 
: Gulf of Oman; two corvettes 
: are in the southern Red Sea. 
: • Portugal: A frigate is in the 
: Gulf to relieve NATO forces. 
: Portugal is also seeking 
: permission for tanker basing in 
: the Azores. 
: • Denmark: Merchant ships 
: will aid in the U.S. sealift; a 
: corvette has been sent to the 
: region. 
: • Italy: Two frigates and a 
: support ship are in the Gulf; 
: two corvettes are in the 
: eastern Mediterranean; another 
: warship and eight fighter jets 
: will be sent. 
: • Germany: West German 
: Chancellor Helmut Kohl 
: assured U.S. Secretary of State 
: James Baker that his 
: Government would pursue a 
: constitutional change to allow 
: troops to be sent in the case of 
: future conflicts. Kohl also joined 
: in the international effort to 
: isolate Iraq by pledging a $2-
: billion aid package for those 
: nations hurt most by the trade 
: embargo against Iraq. 

"EURO.CHIC" IS 
INTOWNI 

Look ... it's Eurotime! 
Do not miss this opportu
nity to get on the E.C.-
1992 bandwagon with 
unique T -shirts, sweat
shirts, sports bags, 
watches, and much more! 

For a catalogue and price 
list, write to: 
M.M. Marketing, U.S.A. 

51 0 I River Road 
Suite 1806 

Bethesda, MD 20816 



1992 MAKES 

WASTE 

TRANSPORT 

TOUGHER 
G 

' 'N ineteen-ninety-two 
must not be a tourist 

visa for waste destined for fi
nal disposal within the Com
munity," said E.C. Environ
ment Commissioner Carlo 
Ripa di Meana of the E.C. 
Commission's proposed 
tougher rules on waste trans
portation. 

The proposals strongly em
phasize the principle that 
waste should be disposed of 
as close as possible to its 
source. Moreove~ waste 
transportation will have to be 
approved by authorities in the 
place of destination, even if it 
is being transported within 
the same country. Tough con
trols would also be placed on 
waste exports to the 68 Afri
can, Caribbean, and Pacific 
nations with which the E.C. 
has trade-and-aid agreements. 
-Reuters 

U.S. BUSINESS 

THOUGHTS ON 

1992 
• 

A ccording to a survey con
ducted by Washington, 

D.C.-based Market Access 
Europe, U.S. executives are 
concerned about the pros
pects of the 1992 sfugle mar
ket. 

The survey was conducted 
among 3,000 chief executive 
officers (CEOs) and presidents 
of non-Fortune 500 companies 
across a wide spectrum of 
sectors of American industry. 
Although the specter of "For
tress Europe" is gradually los
ing force, one out of every 
three CEOs still fears the pos
sible impact of 1992 on U.S. 
trade. Moreover, 57 percent 
view the American market as 
offering the best prospects for 
business growth, and 48 per
cent believe the single market 

ROBIN JAREAUX 

will have no effect on their 
profitability. 

A very limited knowledge 
of E.C. regulations among 
chief executives was also re
vealed: Nine out of 10 have 
very little or no knowledge of 
specific E.C. directives affect
ing their business. 

REGULATING 

MATERNITY 

LEAVE? 
• 

I n an effort to protect work
ers' rights once the single 

market becomes effective, the 

Commission proposed in Sep
tember to grant women 14 
weeks of maternity leave with 
full pay. In addition, employ
ers would have to switch 
those women working in jobs 
hazardous to their own and 
their baby's health, to other 
positions. The proposal speci
fies night work as dangerous, 
and lists chemicals and other 
substances to which pregnant 
women should not be exposed. 

If approved by the E.C. 
Council of Ministers, this pro
posal would force several 
member states to improve 
their maternity benefits to 
mothers, which would add to 
business costs. In this vein, 
the United Kingdom voiced 
criticism, arguing that such 
decisions should be left to na
tional governments, since ad
ditional business costs would 
only undermine the benefits 
to be derived from the single 
market. It also objected to the 
fact that the Council of Minis
ters could make the proposal 
law through a majority, in
stead of a unanimous, vote. 

Other member states, most 
notably France, Italy, and 
Luxembourg, already give 
workers more than 14 weeks 
of maternity leave. These 
countries will still be able to 
offer more than the stipulated 
time. Countries may also offer 
more maternity leave at less 
than full pay as long as this 
does not fall below 80 percent 
of regular pay. 
-Reuters 
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BOOKS 
IN 
REVIEW 

The Competitive Advantage of N a
tions. By Michael E. Porter. Free Press, 
New York. 855 pages. $35.00. 

Robert S. Bassman 

W ith 1992's European eco
nomic unification fast ap
proaching, most major trad

ing nations, whether E.C. members or 
not, are increasingly concerned about 
their ability to compete in the new, more 
open world marketplace. Earlier this 
year, Harvard Business School professor 
Michael Porter completed his answer to 
the principal questions underlying this 
concern. The Competitive Advantage of 
Nations is the culmination of his effort to 
update Adam Smith's 214-year-old clas
sic, An Inquiry Into the Nature and 
Causes of the Wealth of Nations. 

Porter has crafted a somewhat looser 
variant of the so-called "iron laws" of 
economics that David Ricardo and many 
others created in their attempts to codify 
Smith's seminal work. While well written, 
the breadth of this project translates into 
a work that, even Porter acknowledges, 
is "a very long book," of which the level 
of complexity may be daunting to many. 
And, dearly cognizant of the old teacher's 
maxim that "the mind cannot absorb 
what the seat cannot endure," Porter 
kindly suggests such shortcuts as "most 
readers should cover the first four chap
ters" (179 pages). 

Declaring the need for a "new para
digm," Porter attempts to improve on 
past economics works, which, he be
lieves, failed to offer "an integrated the
ory of competitiveness." He has synthe
sized his theory of international 
competitiveness from four-and-a-half 
years of study of over 100 industries in 
10 countries. 

To begin his study of national competi
tive advantage, Porter first had to define 
the term. His statement that "the only 
meaningful concept of competitiveness at 
the national level is national productivity" 
is, while somewhat controversial, most 
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credibly defended and forms the basis for 
the entire exposition that follows. Next, 
Porter states that productivity "does not 
grow out of a country's natural endow
ments, its labor pool, its interest rates, or 
its currency's value, as classical econo
mists insist. A nation's competitiveness 
depends on the capacity of its industry to 
innovate and upgrade." To illustrate this 
thesis, Porter examined dozens of indus
tries, concentrating on German printing 
presses, Italian ceramic tiles, American 
patient monitoring equipment, and japa
nese robotics. 

Like most of the views expressed in the 
book, Porter's belief that a nation's suc
cess is due to the success of individual 
industries does not at first strike the 
reader as a breakthrough of economic 
thought. In fact, his background in study
ing individual industries, as well as the 
way in which he frames his inquiry, al
most dictate this outcome. At the outset, 
Porter states that asking "why some na
tions succeed and others fail at interna
tional competition" improperly focuses 
any investigation of national success. In
stead, Porter asks and attempts to an
swer: 

Why does a nation become the home 
base for successful international competi
tors in the industry? Why are firms based 
in a particular nation able to create sus
tained competitive advantage against the 
world's best competitors in the particular 
field? Why is one nation often the home 
for so many of an industry's world lead
ers? 

Porter's competitiveness theory is 
built on a framework he calls the "dia
mond of national advantage," on which he 
arrays the four broad attributes of a na
tion working alone and in concert to cre
ate the "playing field" for that nation's 
industries. These four attributes are: 
"factor conditions" (skilled labor, natural 
resources, infrastructure, etc.); demand 
conditions (the nature of home-market 
demand for the product); related and sup
porting industries (ease of access to 

world-class supplies and machinery); and 
firm strategy, structure, and rivalry (local 
industry management, organization, and 
competition). Porter's relative denigra
tion of the importance of the traditionally 
accepted "factor conditions" and cor
responding emphasis on strong local con
sumer quality demands and local compe
tition make Porter's work possibly 
seminal. 

These latter forces make industries 
continually strive and innovate, argues 
Porter. In fact, he believes that easy 
access to raw materials or labor actually 
hinders international competitiveness by 
fostering sloth and complacency rather 
than forcing the type of hard-charging 
innovation he believes to be the key to 
international success. 

His recounting of the competitive 
development of national economies dem
onstrates his views. In the initial or "fac
tor-driven stage," the basic factors of 
production give nations an advantage. In 
the second, or "investment-driven 
stage," classic risk-taking is the principal 
determinant. Here, strategy, structure, 
and rivalry begin to come into play as 
well. The "innovation-driven stage" is 
the one on which Porter places the most 
emphasis in international competition to
day. This final stage of a nation's competi
tive advance is the one where all of the 
determinants are at work and their inter
actions are the strongest. Porter calls 
this the "innovation-driven stage" be
cause "firms not only appropriate and 
improve technology and methods from 
other nations but create them." 

Porter's final stage in the economic 
development of a nation is one of decline. 
In the "wealth-driven stage," Porter's far 
lengthier explanation can be analogized to 
a football team using the "prevent de
fense" in order to wait out the clock and 
sit on a big lead. Porter specifically cites 
ebbing rivalry, declining motivation to in
vest, and the ability ·of firms to insulate 
themselves by influencing government 
policy. 

Porter's gospel resembles nothing so 
much as the exhortation of a military 
officer to his troops. Boiled down to its 
essence, his message for corporate plan
ners is: "Keep striving, don't let down, do 
your best, turn adversity into advantage, 
relish -the battle." Or, even more simply, 
Porter is the Vince Lombardi of interna
tional business, simply saying: "Winning 
isn't everything; it's the only thing." E 

RobertS. Bassman is a freelance writer in Washing
ton, D.C. 
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European Documentation, No. 2/90, 
Commission, Brussels, 1990, 89 pages. 
Overview of past and future 
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High atop a mountain in Seeheim, 
there's an exclusive resort for people 
who share a special passion. 

A passion for perfection:M 

It's a resort like no othe[ A place where people 
who possess a passion to do the very best, 
learn to be the very best. The place is the 
Lufthansa training center in Seeheim, Germany. 
The people are individuals chosen for the motiva
tion, drive and spirit they bring to everything they 
do. A passion for perfection. 
At Seeheim, Lufthansa people learn the skills 
necessary to assure your travel experience is the 
best it can be. They then take on their jobs with 
the passion that brought them to us in the first 
place. A passion that can't be taught, but comes 
from deep inside. A passion for perfection that 
won't allow them to rest until you do. 

Lufthansa 
Lufthansa is a participant in the mileage programs of United. Delta , 
USAir and Continental/Eastern . See your Travel Agent for detai ls. 


